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ABSTRACT 
It is the contention of this study that the development of valid 
science is more advanced in democratic countries than in non democratic 
totalitarian regimes China. The objective of this present inquiry is to 
describe the major differences observed by scientists who had a bi-cultural 
experience in doing scientific research in mainland China or Taiwan and in 
the United States. They were asked to identify the advantages and 
disadvantages of doing science in China and in America. They identified 
science's needs for modern development and pinpointed the crucial problems 
that both countries face in conducting valid science, in helping define the 
societal values which encourage the conduct of science. 
The method of obtaining information for this study consisted of an 
open-ended interview comprised of 37 items and administered to those 
mainland Chinese and Taiwanese who previously agreed to participate in this 
study. 
The results indicated that, in the judgment of these interviewees, 
science in America enjoys more effective organizational and hierarchical 
structure than in China or in Taiwan. Competition was seen as major driving 
force behind scientific progress. Authority and respect, on the other hand, 
were described as major impediments in conducting modern science. Finally, 
Chinese respondents indicated emphatically that science should develop 
separately from politics and be more autonomous, so as to resist political 
interference. Taiwanese students report trends similar to their mainland 
Chinese counterparts. Economic prosperity is perceived as perhaps leading 
1 
the island to increased political liberalization, which in turn may trigger 
scientific autonomy. 
The results obtained in this study shed light on a possible 
correlation between democracy and progress in valid science. The political 
development of May and June 1989 in mainland China are discussed in this 
context. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This present research project is the continuation of an investigation 
undertaken in Fall 1987. My initial concern in conducting this research was 
to study the major differences characterizing the institutions of science 
both in socialist China and in capitalist America, focusing more particularly 
on the organization and status of professional scientists as well as on the 
scientist's ambivalent response to reward. 
The questions I wanted to pose were: Are there differences between the 
West and the East about how science is done? If so, are these differences 
intrinsic to the economico-social, and politico-ideological environment of 
each country? These questions are expected to shed light on the more 
central issue of this research: What societal values encourage science? 
Merton, in the Sociology of Science (1973), defines science as a 
distinctive normative structure, which portrays the scientist as a 
disinterested man of knowledge. Nathan Sivin offers a different 
perspective. He rightly points out in his article, "Why the Scientific 
Revolution did not take place in china, or didn't it?", that "The notion 
of universal and value-free modern scievce which has somehow become 
independent of its social and historical origins is wishful thinking" (1982, 
p.19). Resting on this latter assumption, my hypothesis is that the values 
of the institutions of science like any other institutions vary, and 
therefore mirror the specific system of knowledge prevalent in each country. 
Comparing China's scientific institution to America's is certainly a 
difficult task to undertake, simply because China is currently undergoing 
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a phase of substantial structural changes. Furthermore, since the 
implementation of the "Open Door Policy" the country has been significantly 
influenced by the Western World and more particularly by the United States. 
Thus, unlike most communist countries, China's history has set the country 
apart from the rest of the communist bloc. It becomes hard to determine 
what is Chinese in essence, and what in fact is the product of the Western 
world, in the development of Chinese scientific inititutions. 
Probably one of the most puzzling questions that the study of science 
addresses is to define what good science is, and what institutional and 
moral norms are beneficial for the development of science. 
The pioneering work of Robert Merton defined science as a set of 
cognitive norms with distinctive patterns. Along with this set of cognitive 
norms, there is a set of moral norms that (according to Merton) scientists 
should follow. Merton's summary of this is as follows: 
UNIVERSALISM: The acceptance or rejection of claims entering 
the list of science is not to depend on the personal or social 
attributes of the protagonist; his race, nationality, religion, 
class, and personal qualities are as such irrelevant. Objectivity 
precludes particularism. (Mitroff, 1974, P.592). In other words, 
universalism is the norm requiring that truth claims be judged in 
terms of cognitive criteria (Merton, 1973, p.273). 
DISINTERESTEDNESS: A distinctive pattern of institutional 
control of a wide range of motives, so that it becomes to the 
interest of the scientists to conform to engaging in disinterested 
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activity directed toward the extension of scientific knowledge 
(Merton, 1973, p. 273). 
ORGANIZED SKEPTICISM: The norm requiring that truth claims 
should be subjected to detached scrutiny in terms of empirical 
and logical criteria (Merton, 1973, p.274). 
COMMUNISM: The findings of science, as a product of social 
collaboration, are assigned to the community. Intellectual property 
is limited to peer recognition, with the pressure for dissemination 
of results, reinforced by the incentive of recognition which is of 
course contingent on publication ... Secrecy is the antithesis of 
this norm (Merton, 1973, p.275). 
However, the behavior of scientists does not invariably adhere to 
the norms proposed by Merton. Ian Mitroff (1974) re-evaluates these norms, 
and offers a set of counter-norms (p.592), based on a case study of the Apollo 
Moon Scientists: 
To UNIVERSALISM he opposes PARTICULARISM: The acceptance or 
rejection of claims entering the field of science is to a large 
extent a function of the person making the claim. The personal 
and social attributes of the scientist are important factors 
influencing how his work will be judged. The work of certain 
scientists will be given priority over that of others. 
To DISINTERESTEDNESS he contrasts INTERESTEDNESS: 
Scientists are expected by their close colleagues to achieve 
the self-interest they have in work satisfaction and in prestige 
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through serving their special communities of interest. 
To ORGANIZED SKEPTICISM he suggests ORGANIZED DOGMATISM: 
Each scientist should make certain that previous work by others 
on which he bases his research is sufficiently identified as 
separate so that others can be held responsible for inadequacies 
while any possible credit accrues to himself. The scientist must 
believe in his own findings with utter conviction while doubting 
those of others with equal convictions. 
To COMMUNISM he opposes SOLITARINESS: Property rights are 
expanded to include protective control over the disposition of 
one's discoveries; secrecy thus become a necessity. 
Merton characterizes science by objective verifiability and conformity 
to rigorous logic. Science, according to Merton, is defined by "the totality 
of all the systems of knowledge and methods that are empirically verifiable". 
(Merton, 1973 p. 285). As we saw the norms defined by Merton are not 
universally accepted nor is his definition of science. Campbell (1987) 
states that: 
Social constructivist points that believe in scientific 
fact and theory go beyond what has been empirically and 
logically proven, that is indeterminacy is practically 
important as well as logical (in that it allows for social 
processes of persuasion, group formation, belief 
traditions, and extra scientifi~ sources of preferences, 
all to influence belief choice) 1 (p.1). 
Contrasting Merton's position, He then cites Collins: 
The natural world has a small or non-existent role in the 
construction of scientific knowledge (p.1). 
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Latour also (1987) explains the techniques that scientists use t
o 
promote their claims and increase credibility with t
heir peers. He believes 
that the resolution of controversies constitutes th
e mechanism of science. 
He also adds that winning a scientific controversy i
s based on the 
accumulation of authority. Along the same line of a
rgument, Knorr-Cetina and 
Mulkay (1983) add: 
Any theory can be maintained in face of any evidence
 
provided that we make sufficiently radical adjustments 
elsewhere in our belief (p.3). 
Therefore, for the postpositivist theorists scienti
fic outcomes depend 
on the argumentative skills and authority of the pro
tagonists. In other 
words, what Merton called "the scientist's personal 
attributes" are used to 
accept or reject a "truth" claim. As Bruno Latour puts it: 
Science is one of the most convincing tools to persu
ade 
others of who they are and what they should want" 
(Latour,1983, p.114). 
Campbell thus defines the Mertonian scientific appro
ach (the natural 
world totally determines scientific belief) as "naive scientism"
. While he 
feels in complete sympathy with certain constructiv
ist positions, 
nonetheless he is not as radical as Collins, Latour 
and Knorr-Cerina and 
Mulkay. Campbell partially rejects these two extreme positions, sin
ce he 
believes that:" At issue is only a matter of degree
" (Campbell 1987 p.1) 
and instead favors the more moderate view, that natu
re plays a role in the 
construction of scientific knowledge. 
A narrow window has been provided through which "Natu
re" 
can speak free from the scientist'control. (Cambpell, 
1979, p.198) 
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Although one may argue that the role played by n
ature may be equivocal 
and distorted, it is crucial, according to Camb
pell not to undervalue the 
role of experiments in determining the validity 
of scientific beliefs. 
In summary, I have pr~1sented a contrasting appro
aches in defining 
good science. The Mertonian approach, character
ized by Campbell as "naive 
scientism", and the social-constructivist approa
ch represented by Latour, 
Collins, Knorr-Cetina and Mulkay, Mitroff etc. 
Furthermore, I have 
contrasted these two extreme positions with the 
more moderate approach 
adopted by Campbell. 
Now that I have presented a brief review of the 
different theories 
of science, I will analyze the scientific develo
pment in China and Taiwan 
in the light of these approaches. 
In the first part of this thesis I will analyze 
the existent literature 
providing a historical review of China's scienti
fic policies from feudal 
times to modern times. I will conclude this fir
st part with China's present 
scientific orientation. Then I will review the 
causes of Chinese scientific 
stagnation. In my third section, I will report 
the results of the interviews 
of bi-cultural scientists from Taiwan and mainla
nd China. I will conclude 
with a discussion of the advantages and disadvan
tages of different economic 
and cultural systems in regard to scientific dev
elopment. 
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CHAPTER ONE: CHINA'S SCIENTIFIC POLICY: A HISTORICAL 
REVIEW 
Is China a developing country or a major world power? There is no 
simple answer to this question. As a matter of fact, C
hina with over 20% of 
the world's population can certainly be seen as a major power, but on the
 
other hand, the economical statistics recently published
 reveal a gross 
national product of about $400 per person and a very low level of 
education 
among its population. Thirty years of political change
s and social 
instability have led to China's economy and institutions
 being in a rather 
unique situation. Thus, China is a nation of contrasts 
where a majority of 
poor rural peasants may be working within a few miles of
 some of the world's 
most competent scientists. The incongruity of China mi
ght be due to the 
political discontinuity of the past thirty years. 
One attribute of modernity is the capacity to carry out 
scientific 
research, another is the extent to which the economy is
 based on modern 
technology. Science and technology are thus two signifi
cant parameters 
accounting for a country's state of economic development
. In this 
respect, since the beginning of the twentieth century, C
hinese leaders 
have been increasingly concerned with the acquisition of
 a national 
capability for conducting scientific research. In addit
ion, thousands of 
Chinese have selected a scientific career as a means of 
advancing themselves 
and their country. In spite of this, China probably sho
uld be classified as 
a developing country. 
For almost four decades, instability and disruption have
 characterized 
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China's political life in general, and its sc
ientific institutions in 
particular. What happened in China's recent 
history that could account for 
such a drastic social disorder and such scien
tific stagnation? (The term 
retrogression might be more appropriate to de
scribe the current state of 
Chinese science). As a matter of fact, unlike the majority
 of developing 
countries, for a long time ancient China stoo
d at the forefront of all 
countries. A chronological review of China's
 history from feudal times to 
the twentieth century will provide us with an
 insight into the many cultural 
facets of China. 
FEUDAL CHINA 
The first question that will be addressed in 
this section is how 
science first emerged and developed in China.
 As Mao Zedong explained it: 
Ever since class societies came into being, t
he world has 
had only two kinds of knowledge: knowledge of
 the struggle 
for production and knowledge of the class stru
ggle. Natural 
sciences and social sciences are the crystall
izations of these 
two kinds of knowledge, and philosophy is the
 generalization 
and summation of the knowledge of nature and 
the knowledge of 
society (Denberg,1986 p.338). 
Historically, China has significantly contrib
uted to many inventions 
in science. Joseph Needham, in his comprehen
sive multivolume work entitled 
Science and Civilization in China draws an ex
haustive list of all the major 
contributions which have been gradually trans
ferred to Europe and have 
played a significant role in European civiliz
ations and in the emergence of 
capitalism. It has been said by many historia
ns of science that thirteenth-
century China looked like eighteenth-century 
Europe. 
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Although Mao mentions that one of the two kin
ds of knowledge is the 
knowledge for production, it seems that, for 
a very long time in China, 
production was not related to science, since 
the feudal ruling class 
strongly resisted the material ideas which de
veloped with the conduct of 
science. The Emperor Qin (221 B.C.) buried several sch
olars alive for 
questioning his policies and ordered all book
s to be buried which could 
promote undesirable thought. 
For over 2000 years, after the Han Dynasty (202-220 AD) 
a system of 
control over intellectual activity was establ
ished. The motive behind the 
banning of various schools (except the Confucian school
) rests on the fact 
that: 
The various schools all have their own ideas 
which makes 
it impossible for the Emperor to unify the p
eople. 
(Denberg,1986 p.25) 
Thus, the Confucian school occupied an absolu
tely dominant position in 
the ideological sphere in 2000-plus years of 
the feudal period. 
The prevailing socio-political conditions of 
the feudal period 
explained why scientific achievement for 2000
 years in China could only 
occur randomly. Consequently the various Chi
nese inventions were never 
truly integrated to a body of science, but ma
inly remained unrelated. 
Meanwhile in the Western world, modern scienc
e had significantly moved 
ahead. Europe saw the Renaissance, Copernicu
s, Newton, Descartes, the 
Scientific Revolution of the 18th century, a
nd the beginning of the 
Industrial Revolution, while China remained s
cientifically underdeveloped. 
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THE WESTERNIZATION MOVEMENT 
As the result of the imbalance in the sc
ientific development between 
the East and the West, Chinese leaders d
ecided to launch what was known as 
the Westernization Movement in 1838. A
ccording to Xu and Dainian (1982): 
Their central slogan was to use Chinese 
learning 
(referring to the feudalistic and autocratic ideo
logical 
system) and the Western learning (referring to kn
owledge 
of science and technology) as function (p.27). 
It is therefore not very difficult to un
derstand why this combination 
led to unsuccessful results in bridging 
the scientific gap between China and 
Europe. 
THE MAY FOURTH MOVEMENT 1919 
The May Fourth Movement was a spontaneo
us demonstration marking the 
real beginning of Chinese nationalism. 
This movement was also the first 
genuine attempt to introduce modern scie
nce in China in a systematic way. 
The demand for modernity was accompanied
 by a call for democracy. The May 
Fourth Movement was directly influenced 
by the Russian Socialist Revolution 
(1917). It is thus, in this propitious political
 environment that science 
became an integrated part of the Chinese
 national life. Scientific endeavor 
gained recognition because of the preval
ent revolutionary climate 
characteristic of that period of China's
 history. However, although the 
political climate was favorable to the d
evelopment of modern science, the 
social conditions, on the other hand, co
nstrained this potential development 
to certain fields, and disregarded those
 scientific specialities requiring a 
lot of equipment. As a matter of fact, b
etween 1937 and 1949 China's 
12 . 
scientists and scientific work suffered 
the ravages of invasion, civil war 
and run away inflation. Funds to suppo
rt research almost totally 
disappeared and most scientists were for
ced to devote most of their energies 
to teaching, administration or a governm
ent job. Therefore, the development 
of those branches of science requiring m
odern facilities tended to lag 
behind or were simply non-existent. Fo
r instance, research on industrial 
technology suffered from the lack of a s
olid industrial base. 
Another important barrier to scientific 
development in China was the 
lack of freedom in science. Scientists 
were not only oppressed by 
imperialism or feudalism, but they subse
quently suffered from pre-
capitalistic bureaucracy. After the lib
eration, however, many scientists 
sought to engage in research, moved by t
he genuine desire to save their 
country and restore its national pride. 
Unfortunately, their enthusiasm 
again proved insufficient. Conditions w
ere far from being optimal to allow 
for the success of such a titanic task 
without the help of legitimized 
scientific institutions. However, it c
ould be inferred from this historical 
analysis that science emerged in its ins
titutionalized form for the first 
time during the May Fourth Revolution M
ovement because of the accompanying 
demand for democracy. We will develop t
his issue in details subsequently. 
SCIENCE AND CULTURE UNDER MAO 1966-1976 
The Hundred Flowers Movement 
The Hundred Flowers Movement was the fir
st movement launched in order 
to hasten the transition to a classless
 society based on the principle of 
"to each according to his needs" instead
 of "to each according to his work". 
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This movement encouraged popular criticism of
 State and Party officials. 
But it was discontinued after only a few week
s due to the over enthusiastic 
response of the masses. It was subsequently 
followed by the equally 
disastrous anti-rightist campaign. This seco
nd movement, known as the 
"Great Leap Forward", was also launched in th
e same spirit, and was 
characterized by the formation of agricultura
l communes with a crash program 
of industrialization. The successive failure
 of these two programs 
significantly reduced Mao's influence in the 
Party. In 1961, Chou En Lai, 
China's Prime Minister, adopted a harder line
 and declared for the first 
time that: 
Our aim is to abolish the Bourgeoisie and Ca
pitalism 
once for all by a long class struggle (Evans, 1978, 
p. 7). 
But it was only in 1966 that the demand for a 
revolution was put 
forward by "The Liberation Army Daily" in the
se terms (and received 
official support) "To wipe out bourgeois ideology in th
e academic, 
educational, and journalistic field, in arts, literature an
d other fields 
of culture" . 
It is in this rather disturbed atmosphere tha
t the Cultural 
Revolution started, leading China to fundamen
tal structural changes. 
Furthermore, it was stated for the first time
 that: 
The position that science occupies in society
 has never 
been so important as during the Cultural Re
volution. 
The Cultural Revolution was an unprecedented 
revolutionary movement in 
China. The aim of this spontaneous movement 
was (as its leader, Mao Zedong, 
stressed many times to hasten the emergence o
f a classless society. 
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As a matter of fact, Chinese Commu
nist leaders concentrated all 
their efforts, and pushed forward sc
ientific endeavor. But this attempt
 
was disrupted many times. Hence the
 question: What was in fact the 
status of science during the Cultur
al Revolution? 
The Status of Science during the Cu
ltural Revolution. 
To analyze the status of science du
ring the Revolution, it is 
necessary to first understand the ro
le of science in a socialist societ
y. 
The purpose of socialist production
 is to ensure that 
the ever growing cultural and mater
ial needs of the entire 
society are met to their fullest ex
tent (Xu, Dainian, 1982 
p.56). 
Therefore, mastering and developing 
new technologies are fundamental 
bases for the development of any so
cialist society. Lenin saw the 
contribution of the scientists as c
entral to successful socialist 
construction, for science was the p
ropeller of the transition from cap
italism 
to communism. It is thus understand
able that science is to be regarded 
as 
the primary foundation of socialist 
construction. Therefore, to ensure
 
the transition to socialism, the co
operation of the scientific communi
ty is 
needed. Incentives should be given
 to scientists to carry out research
, 
which will help in implementing soc
ialism and communism. 
In China, things were different. Th
e scientists once cherished by the 
communist leaders were persecuted be
yond endurance during the Cultural 
Revolution, for it was paradoxically
 assumed that only socialism can hel
p 
science to achieve complete emancip
ation. Therefore, science should no
t be 
the sole property of a privileged cl
ass but should instead be shared amo
ng 
15 
all members of a given society. 
What then happened during the Cultura
l Revolution? Foreign and 
Chinese observers report that China w
oke up after ten years of instability 
and chaos, in a state of scientific an
d intellectual backwardness. Although
 
. 
Mao Zedong's theories have always stre
ssed the need to expose China's whole 
population to science and technology, 
after 1957 scientists were severely 
criticized for pursuing narrowly spec
ialized research and also for being 
preoccupied with publication. In fac
t, Mao Zedong's reproach to Chinese 
scientists was that they did not devo
te themselves to practical problems of
 
Chinese development. Thus, during the
 great Leap Forward (1958-1959), they 
were forced to re-orient their researc
h activities toward the achievement 
of political goals. 
The Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) saw the se
vere disruption of 
scientific activities. The education
al system was entirely disorganized 
for many years. The mistakes of this
 decade has spoiled two generations o
f 
scientists (now referred as the spoiled genera
tions). Under Mao, one Chinese 
out of 1800 was able to go to college
. The Cultural Revolution thus cause
d a 
significant number of dramatic change
s in Chinese science and technology. 
Those changes were initiated to limit
 the potential bourgeois influence tha
t 
scientists (especially those trained in the W
est) might have exerted on China. 
The first wave of deep anti-intellectu
alism began during the anti-rightist 
movement. Scientists who had been tra
ined in the West and Japan were sever
ely 
persecuted, harassed to death or drive
n to suicide. Thus, one of the most 
bizarre aspects of Maoism was the deep
 contradiction between the Communist 
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leaders' theoretical emphasis on scientific development, and 
the systematic 
harassment of the Chinese scientific community. However this
 inherent 
contradiction reflects the basis of Mao's thought control pol
icy and his 
intolerance of rival ideas. In 1977, after the death of Mao Z
edong, the Gang 
of Four brushed aside all foreign works as "feudal, bourgeois
 or revisionist 
poisonous weeds" (Hsu, 1982, p.126). 
Chinese books written before 1966 (except for Mao's works) were 
censored. The systematic disruption of scientific endeavor a
nd the 
stigmatization of the whole scientific community were justified by the class 
struggle, and by the need to guard against potential capitali
st restoration. 
After the downfall of the Gang of Four, major changes occurred in China 
traumatized by ten years of social instability. 
THE LEAP OUTWARD 1976-1985 
The Four Modernizations 
The initial phase of this new policy took place in the 1978 N
ational 
Science Conference. It was during this conference that Chin
a defined its 
developmental goals in the FOUR MODERNIZATIONS, a new poli
cy in which science 
and technology were seen as the pro~eller of the other three 
sectors of the 
\ 
economy, namely Agriculture, Industry and National Defense. 
The Four Modernizations were added to the Party and State con
stitutions 
in 1978. As early as 1964, Zhou had proposed a similar project but no 
concrete action was taken. In 1975, he renewed his call, in 
vain because 
the Gang of Four, in power at that time, condemned the project as being 
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"a road to capitalist restoration". Only 
when the Gang of Four was finally 
disbanded, did the program find support 
and some measures were finally 
implemented. 
Science and technology were considered b
asic to successful modernization 
of the three other sectors. The goals we
re to achieve the 1970 level of 
advanced nations in various scientific and
 technological fields, as described 
below: 
.Increase the number of professional scien
tific researchers 
to 800.000 . 
. Develop up-to-date centers for scientifi
c experiments . 
. Institute a nationwide system for scien
tific and 
technological research (Hsu, 1982 p.97). 
It was hoped that by 1985 China would only 
be ten years behind the 
most advanced nations, with a solid founda
tion for catching up to, and even 
surpassing, the advanced nations by the end
 of the century. Science and 
technology were thus supposed to boost the 
economy by improving agricultural 
and industrial methods of production. 
Deng himself appeared at the National Scien
ce Conference in 1978 
to set the tone for scientific attitudes. 
To begin with he brushed aside 
the Maoist disdain for intellectuals and g
reatly improved the treatment of 
scientists who then became patriots. In 19
78 during the National Science 
Conference, Fang Yi, Minister of the State
 Science and Technology (1978-
1984) emphasized the importance of the scientific com
munity in the 
scientific restoration of China. He there
fore, advocated tolerance of 
contending ideas, and most importantly tha
t scientists be rewarded for 
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their accomplishment in science and technology. A new r
espect for knowledge 
led to their rehabilitation and re-installment in import
ant positions in 
universities and research organizations. The younger an
d most talented 
scientists were sent abroad for advanced education. The
 rehabilitation of 
technical personnel and scientists was part of six major changes in the 
treatments of science and scientists: 
1. The outstanding achievement of scientists were to 
be publicly 
recognized and rewarded. 
2. Professional societies were re-established. 
discarded after the Cultural Revolution). 
( They had been 
3. Long term planning for science, technology and educ
ation was 
reintroduced as a move to restore stability. 
4. The leadership structure of research institutes and 
universities was to be replaced by one director and sev
eral 
deputies under the general leadership of the party com
mittee. 
5. The science and technology committee was re-establishe
d and 
instructed to take charge the overall planning coo
rdination and 
administration of the country's scientific and technolo
gical work. 
6. The fundamental criterion for admitting students to u
niversities 
and colleges was to be their academic achievement in sc
iences. 
The work of science has posed serious dilemmas for the l
eaders of the 
People's Republic of China, simultaneously dedicated to 
the goal of 
modernization and the alteration of class structure of t
heir society. There 
has been a continuous search for the delicate balance be
tween supporting 
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intellectuals for their contributions to society and dealing with th
em as 
obstacles to social and ideological goals. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE FOUR MODERNIZATIONS 
Although the goal of the comprehensive modernization project answered 
China's problems exactly, it seemed too ambitious to be' realistic. 
The 
first two limitations encountered were the shortages of investments
 and 
qualified personnel. Thus, to raise money, China turned to tourism
, signed 
project contracts with foreign firms, and adopted a more flexible attitude 
towards foreign loans. The Four Modernizations would cost between 
$350 
billion and $650 billion and China's gold and foreign exchange reserve was 
only $4.5 billion. The shortage of qualified manpower in the most populated 
country of the world was and is a serious handicap, limiting China'
s 
capacity to absorb new technology. Thus, of the country work force
 of 94 
million, only 16% can be considered educated manpower; 73% of the la
bor 
force has received an education of only junior high-school or lower. This 
,· lack of training results in difficulty in operating and mai
ntaining foreign 
imported equipment. 
In 1973 an American estimate put qualified Chinese 
scientific and technological personnel to an incredible 
65,000, while the leading scientists and. ,educator gave 
an even more alarming figure of 60,000 (Hsu, 1982, p.103). 
THE SITUATION TODAY 
The shortage in qualified manpower described above can be better 
understood if we divide Chinese scientists into four different grou
ps: 
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- Those trained before the 
1949 Liberation. 
- Those trained after the L
iberation in the Soviet-Uni
on 
(1950). 
- Workers, peasants, studen
ts or soldiers, inadequately
 
prepared for the task of m
odernization. 
- College students admitted
 to the universities after 
1977, and representing futu
re scientific manpower. 
In fact, there are two sets
 of consequences in this ra
pid modernization, 
as far as scientists are co
ncerned. The first consequ
ence is that there is 
an emergence of a new class
 in a classless society. T
he urge for 
modernization has given mor
e prestige to the scientist
s, technicians, 
engineers and intellectuals
. Scientists and intellect
uals, along with Party 
members now constitute a new
 privileged upper class (not fina
ncially 
speaking, but rather in term
s of prestige and authority
). Although, by 
Spring 1980, the new policy
 towards intellectuals prom
ised better living 
conditions, this rehabilita
tion was restricted to thos
e intellectuals who 
followed the Party's line a
nd contributed to the mode
rnization plan. 
Chinese leaders assume that
 science, as well as the dy
namic for 
technological changes, are 
politically neutral and cla
ssless. They can be 
transplanted without injury to Chin
ese social and cultural ins
titutions. 
However, some worry that th
e knowledge and thinking as
sociated with foreign 
technology will inevi!tably 
influence the thinking and 
behavior of those who 
acquire them. 
The second consequence pert
ains to the Westernization 
of China. The 
' 
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Chinese leaders proclaimed that they do not intend to mirror the West but 
rather forge a Chinese-style modernization. As a matter of fact, Western 
scientists in China, and Chinese students in America, will undoubtly exert a 
pressure on China's life. Whether China can "achieve its goal of 
modernization without introducing a fifth modernization, a liberalization 
of the system"·· (Orleans, 1980 p. 25) is very relevant here to the future of 
China. Nevertheless, since 1978, China's achievements in key areas of 
development have far surpassed what most observers thought possible. 
The Four Modernizations failed to yield successful results because 
of poor planning. As a consequence, many projects were started without 
preliminary study, then discontinued, involving a tremendous waste of 
manpower, material, and money. When the Chinese leaders had realized that 
these modernizations were impractical, many industrial projects were discarded 
and more careful consideration was given to setting developmental priorities. 
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CHAPTER TWO: A CASUAL INQUIRY INTO THE CHINESE 
SCIENTIFIC STAGNATION 
It is important for the purpose of this paper to explore the 
relevance of the Needham's paradox as mentioned earlier. Science and 
Civilization in China describes China as one of the most scientifically 
advanced societies up to the thirteen century. The paradox arises from the 
lack of development of a modern system of science in China, in spite of 
its long standing scientific tradition and achievements. In addition to 
Needham, my inquiry is also inspired by the remarkable works of Wen Yuan 
Qian, The Great Inertia (1985), and Nathan Sivin, Why the Scientific 
Scientific Revolution did not take Place in China Q!: didn't it? (1982). 
I will consider in turn three factors possibly responsible for China's 
scientific stagnation. In the first part, I will evaluate the ideological 
situation. Then I will focus on linguistic issues. In the last section, 
I will analyze political conditions. 
IDEOLOGICAL SITUATION 
Feng You Lan (Bertrand Russell, 1922) agrees with Sivin and Qian that 
China has not been able to develop science despite early achievements. But 
he attributes the reason for China's scientific stagnation to purely 
philosophical reasons. He held that the introspectiveness of the 
predominant Chinese philosophy was and is responsible for the delay in 
developing modern science. This dominant philosophy emphasized the quest 
for happiness and despised the material world, thus restricting intellectual 
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activity to abstract matters. 
Confucianism 
This philosophy is embodied in Confucianism. Confucius'(SSl-479 
B.C.) prescriptions were an effort to re-establish order through following 
the rules and values of what he saw as an earlier golden age. He w
as the 
founder of probably one of the most successful moral and ethical sy
stem in 
human history measured by the number of people who followed his pre
cepts for 
2500 years and who are still profoundly affected by them. 
Basically Confucianism urges benevolence in human affairs and in 
government, but with an essential conservative stress on order, whi
ch is to 
be preserved by the behavior of those in authority, who should serv
e as 
model for others. 
Confucianism suppressed people's interest in material values by 
despising any type of profit making activity, such as trade, while 
praising 
values such as order, deference to authority and seniority. Thus, 
for 2500 
years, modernization in china has been slowed down by this rigid id
eology. 
To illustrate this point, let me cite one example from Qian, refereeing to 
the development of oceanic exploration in Europe (Portugal) and in China: 
[ ... ]The Chinese aim was not profit seeking[ ... ] 
and hence such a ventures could not be self sustaining. 
It was to spread far and wide Confucian virtues and the 
prestige of the celestial Dynasty (Qian 1985,p.112). 
Because of the lack of interests in profit making activities, China
's 
economy has always been characterized by mediocrity. Poverty has th
us been 
China's most enduring burden and a backward economy can never suppo
rt a truly 
modern culture. 
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Another important characteristic of Confucianism related to the 
development of science is described by Lord Acron: 
We study the past in order to overcome it. Whereas 
in china they learn from the past and imitate it. The 
memory of what has happened guides what follows 
(Qian, 1985, p.83). 
The key ideological concept embodied in Confucianism is order, which means 
obedience, conformity and respect for the past. Those characteristics may 
have stifled the potential emergence of a modern system of knowledge. 
LINGUISTIC ISSUES 
The archaic language is another facet of the Chinese scientific 
stagnation. Durkheim attached considerable importance to language as 
restraining and fixing prevalent concepts and models of thought. Granet 
and Qian both stress that the Chinese language has remained intractable to 
formal precision, conceptualization and analysis of ideas. 
The Chinese word does not fix a notion with a definite 
degree of abstraction and generality, but evokes an 
indefinite complex of particular images. Thus,there is 
no word which simply means old man, rather a considerable 
number of words paint different aspects of old age. 
Words and sentences Rave an emblematic characteristics 
characters (Merton 1973 p.25-26). 
The concrete and evocative Chinese language, in reflecting the general 
ideas of ancient China thought, is not comparable to European languages which 
have undergone considerable modifications so as to conceptualize the societal 
changes, and thus were adapted to communicate exact and experimental science. 
Similarly, the Yin and the Yang, two undefined, vague philosophical concepts 
also contributed to this lack of conceptualization in the Chinese thought 
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process. This particular philosophy appeared early and was strongly supported 
by political as well as intellectual authority. The linguistic archaism could 
well be one of the factors accounting for the existence of natural science 
on a concrete rather than on an abstract level. Max Weber notes that 
"Chinese thought has remained basically pictorial and descriptive" (Qian, 
1985,p.102). Furthermore, Qian rightly reports Needham's observation that 
Chinese has always remained primarily empirical (Qian, 1985 p.102). It 
seems that there is a consensus among all the scholars on this particular 
aspect of the Chinese culture. 
POLITICAL CONDITIONS 
For a long time, China remained isolated from the rest of the world. 
As a result, the country lacked diversity and intolerantly refused any foreign 
influence. The political intolerance that characterized China hindered 
potential changes in the institutions themselves. Bureaucratic leaders 
feared that creativity stemming from political and cultural pluralism would 
threaten the unity of the Chinese People. The notion of unity has been 
crucial to the Chinese leaders since the beginning of the Shang Dynasty. 
This search for political and cultural unity hindered the development of 
tolerance and pluralism. Qian notes that intellectual activity and 
creativity emerged in a politically, nationally, and religiously fragmented 
Europe. 
From Copernicus to Newton, in a long list of creative 
scientists, no two standing side by side had, as a rule, 
the same nationality, or the same religious denomination 
(Qian,1985 p.27). 
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Another political issue is the thought control policy that has shaped 
most of China's institutions. China's effective bureaucratic control and 
powerful ideology have maintained the country's continuity, ideological 
rigidity and cultural uniformity. Qian suggests that China's strong 
unification and unity demonstrate the strength of the power that ruled 
China. Additionally, it is probably Chinese imperial unification that is 
responsible for the discontinuation of scientific and cultural development. 
Qian characterizes the historical development of China as unnatural, for it 
was and still is, heavily influenced by the personal will of political 
leaders/dictators. 
The Chinese political-ideological situation contrasts with Western 
pluralism in politics, religion. The official monopoly of a system of 
ideology, largely inspired by Confucian precepts, is one of the major causes 
of Chinese scientific stagnation. As a consequence, the intellectual's lack 
of independence was considered so natural in Chinese's consciousness that 
during the anti-rightist campaign (1957) people accepted unquestionably the 
new status of the scientists as imposed by the Chinese authoritarian leaders. 
This is in contrast to the intellectuals in the West who always demanded 
independence as a condition sine quo non to scientific enterprise. Thus, 
although the Chinese people have always been innovative, China political-
ideological institutions kept the Chinese people from making direct 
contributions to science. 
Another controversial issue has to be addressed before going further 
in this political-ideological analysis. Needham has hypothesized that the 
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development of capitalism, democracy and
 modern science are strongly 
correlated and grow together. The ques
tion posed is: Are democracy and 
capitalism essentially dependent upon m
odern science and vice versa? On the 
one hand, Qian observed that Confucian inhibition
 of the development of 
democracy, capitalism and modern science
 was correlated. On the other hand, 
he remarked that capitalism arose in me
dieval Europe, which was far from 
being democratic, but was rather under t
he rule of absolute monarchs. 
Chinese autocracy placed limitless power
 in the hands of the emperor: 
That the Emperor's personal arbitration 
constituted 
the final say was philosophically consi
stent with 
the lack of objective criteria, which is a fatal 
weakness in developing modern science (Qian, 1985
, 
p.116). 
European political authorities were frag
mented and mutually restraining. 
These Western conditions provided indepe
ndent non conformist thinkers with a 
considerable degree of freedom. Howeve
r, Needham's hypothesis is not easily 
verified, since it is not easy to find a
 country in which modern science has 
developed independently from capitalism 
and democracy. Taiwan may 
constitute a case which sheds some light
 on this matter. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF TAIWAN 
The previous section ended with a discussion pertaining 
to the possible 
correlation of capitalism, democracy, and the developmen
t of modern science. 
In this respect, the study of Taiwan may constitute a ca
se worth considering. 
In Taiwan, capitalism has developed despite the absence 
of democracy. This 
seems to partially challenge Needham's hypothesis, discu
ssed earlier. On 
the other hand, modern science is not fully developed, a
nd any judgments on 
future scientific development may be premature. However
, in the past two 
decades, Taiwan has invested in a genuine effort to dev
elop a national 
capacity for scientific research. The question is, can
 Taiwan develop 
modern science without first becoming a democracy? 
WHO ARE THE TAIWANESE? 
The majority of the population currently living in Taiwan comes for 
from mainland China. But there are some distinctions, b
ased on time of 
migration to Taiwan. Over 85% of the population came from
 China several 
centuries ago, while only 15% of the population is compri
sed of Chinese 
from mainland China who came to Taiwan with Chang Kai-Sh
eck in 1949. In 
general, Taiwanese share the same cultural and ethnic he
ritage as the 
mainland Chinese, despite the difference in their recent
 political and 
economic development. 
Observers report that there has been little change in Ta
iwan's science 
during the period in which it has been under the control 
of the Republic of 
China, despite the rapid economic and social development 
experienced in the 
last two decades. The death of the nationalist leader C
hang Kai-Shek has 
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not brought any noticeable structural alteration 
in political life. The 
basic framework of government has not been altere
d since 1949. It is still 
based on a one-party system. In addition, the co
rresponding political 
ideology has remained the same. 
What is pertinent to our study is the fact that 
Taiwan's regime 
claims to be the sole repository of Chinese cultu
re and traditions. Another 
pertinent problem that has to be addressed, in th
e framework of this brief 
political analysis of Taiwan, is the question re
lated to the legitimacy of 
the regime and its ability to resist efforts of r
eunification attempted by 
the Beijing government. Beijing considers the reunification of
 the island a 
top priority of the 1980's, of equal importance t
o socialist modernization. 
To this end, Beijing has offered a reunification plan based on 
three 
principles: 
1. The National Government should give up all c
laim 
to being the legal government of all China. 
2. Taiwan may retain its present economic and 
social 
system and its standard of living. 
3. Taiwan may retain a degree of autonomy in
cluding 
the maintenance of an army. 
Taiwan's response to Beijing's reunification plan was firm. Th
e 
Taiwanese authority replied that: 
Cooperation is possible only if Beijing gives up 
communism in favor of the Three People Principle
s 
and free enterprise (Hsu, 1982, p.183). 
The failure of reunification undermines the relat
ionship between 
Taiwan and mainland China. However, facing what 
some observers have already 
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called the Taiwanese Economic Miracle, mai
nland Chinese look at Taiwan no 
• 
longer as the enemy but as a model. (New York Times, N
icholas D. Kristo!, 
April 25). According to the author of the article, 
not only Chinese from 
mainland China but Party officials are sea
rching for lessons in Taiwan's 
stunning economic development and the acco
mpanying political liberalization 
of the last few years. 
TAIWAN ECONOMIC MIRACLE 
It is not the intention of this study to e
xhaustively interpret all 
the statistical figures to account for the
 Taiwanese miracle, but it is an 
attempt to assess and evaluate the amazing
 economic development. For over 
three decades Taiwan has enjoyed peace, stability, and 
sustained economic 
growth. As statistics show, the economic 
growth rate averaged 7.3 percent 
per annum in the 1950's as compared to 12.8
 in 1978. At the beginning, 
Taiwan had set its development priorities 
in the agricultural sector and 
light industry. After those two sectors w
ere successfully developed, the 
nation completed major projects, such as freeways, airp
orts, electricity, 
a railway system, harbors, nuclear plants, 
etc. After the completion of 
these major projects, Taiwan looked like a modern natio
n. Modernization has 
successfully continued since 1979, with mo
re emphasis on science and 
technology, as the fast growing electronic
s field shows. Furthermore, 
Taiwan has tremendously improved its educa
tional system, and has also sent a 
large number of students to the United Sta
tes for advanced studies, so there 
is no shortage of qualified manpower in Ta
iwan. 
What I have tried to stress in this sectio
n is the fact that Taiwan, 
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although sharing the same ethnic and cultural heritage as China, has been 
able to successfully develop a modern economy in only three decades, and 
is also currently trying to improve its scientific institutions. 
SUMMARY 
This study explores some socio-political-ideological reasons which 
correlate with the development of science in a given country. The objective 
of this study is to describe the major differences existing between mainland 
China and the United States, using Taiwan as a control group. 
Taiwan has been included as a control group in this study because of an 
interest in distinguishing between the effects of socialism, of the Chinese 
culture shared by Taiwan and the People's Republic of China on the extent 
to which Chinese socialism affects the development of modern science. 
My goal, is to show that Merton's definition of scientific norms were 
not universal, especially when dealing with the issue of reward. It was my 
belief that the norms of disinterestedness and communalism were not 
realistic in a capitalistic country, such as the United States, where 
science is a profitable activity. It thus seems that for Mitroff "science 
is an intensely personal enterprise" (Mitroff, 1974 p. 589). Scientists who 
were interviewed reported that they rejected the notion of emotional 
disinterestedness as ideal standards. In addition, they know that 
impartiality is the commonly accepted norms and ideal of scientific life, 
but reject it. 
I therefore hypothesized that socialism would provide a favorable 
political-ideological environment for the development of modern science 
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according to Mertonian standards. 
The exploration of the scientific institutions in all three countries 
has been undertaken in the spirit of shedding a new light on the pivotal 
question of what societal values encourage the conduct of valid science. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE INTERVIEW 
The second part of this paper focuse
s particularly on the qualitative 
analysis of the results obtained thr
ough the interviews. In the previo
us 
sections, I have presented a histori
cal review of China's scientific 
policies from feudal to modern time
s. I have provided a causal analyse
s of 
China's scientific stagnation. Fin
ally, the last section examined Taiw
an as 
a possible counter-example to Needh
am's hypothesis. 
I will now turn to the analysis of 
the interviews. I will, in the 
first part, report the major differences ident
ified by the interviewees. In 
the second part, I will analyze the 
responses on (1) cooperation versus 
competition (2) authority and respect (3) re
ward mobility and social status 
(4) deviant behavior and criticism. 
PROCEDURE 
The strategy in analyzing the resul
ts of this study is to go through 
the questionnaire question by questi
on, sometimes combining several que
stions 
when necessary, while looking at th
e three groups of respondents and 
summarizing their opinions. 
Unfortunately this procedure leads 
to a great deal of repetition. 
The interview began with very gener
al questions, followed by more spec
ific 
ones. As a result, the general que
stions asked in the first part of th
e 
interview elicited responses similar
 to those of questions that follow. 
Questions 15, 26, 27, 36, 37, were omitted. 
Those question pertained 
respectively, to the funding of scie
nce, to the comparison of the tenur
e 
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system, and the waste in financing science. I thought t
hat the responses 
were not usable. We may assume that responses to the 
general questions are 
more important in the interviewees' minds than the answe
rs which occur only 
when the issue is specifically addressed. 
For the more general questions, the respondents were ask
ed to brain-
storm on the differences regarding advantages or problem
s specific to each 
country. Then more specific questions were subsequently
 submitted to 
provide a causal analysis of the observed differences. 
It may be inferred that the interviewees were influenced
 by the 
interview schedule, when answering the general questions
. However, some 
interviewees did not receive the questionnaire on time, 
whereas others 
referred to differences not even mentioned in the interv
iew schedule. 
SAMPLE SELECTION 
The research was conducted through personal interview wi
th 35 students 
and visiting scholars from both mainland China and Taiwa
n, currently 
studying or conducting research at Lehigh University (Bethlehem, 
Pennsylvania). For convenience, the term Chinese will be used to ref
er to 
the People's Republic of China, and Taiwanese to Chinese
 from the island. 
Additionally an American Chinese who spent eight months 
in an exchange 
program in China was interviewed in previous research on
 the same subject to 
obtain her perspective on science in communist countries
. 
An attempt was made to divide the results into four equa
l categories 
so as to obtain two distinct categories of respondents i
n each group; young 
students at the doctoral level and visiting scholars. I
t was believed that 
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including a group of visiting schola
rs would be valuable for this study 
because they are familiar with Chin
a's dramatic politico-ideological 
transition. 
Among the Chinese respondents, 13 w
ere doctoral students and 7 were 
visiting scholars. Attempts to inc
lude a group of Taiwanese visiting s
cholars 
failed. My initial goal was to divi
de the sample into four equal group
s, 
but I could not find enough Chinese 
visiting scientists on campus. In 
spite 
of these shortcomings, of which I am
 fully aware, I am still going to u
se the 
data, to address some specific issue
s, keeping in mind their limitations
. 
All the participants were contacted 
by telephone. Their phone numbers 
were listed in the Chinese and Taiw
anese telephone directories issued b
y the 
Chinese and Taiwanese Societies in L
ehigh. Then, upon their consent, th
ey 
were sent a questionnaire to prepar
e them for the interview. They wer
e 
specifically asked not to fill out t
he questionnaire (some interviewees 
did not receive the questionnaire be
fore the face-to-face interview and 
came 
unprepared, which was not really a p
roblem). An appointment was then set up 
for a face-to-face interview. Each 
interview lasted from two to four ho
urs. 
In the initial stage of this study, 
it was hoped that participants 
would come from diverse academic ins
titutions in the United States; 
unfortunately attempts to interview
 Chinese visiting scholars from Colu
mbia 
University (New York) were unsuccessful. Co
ntact with the participants was 
interrupted after the first meeting 
and never resumed at the request of 
the 
respondents; reasons for this withdr
awal were never clearly elicited. 
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INTERVIEW DESIGN AND ADMINISTRATION 
The interview schedule used for this study was designed 
to elicit 
demographic information as well as information pertainin
g to each 
interviewees' personal bi-cultural scientific experience
. The participants 
were asked to compare scientific institutions. 
The details of the interview schedule are shown in the a
ppendix. The 
biographical questions have been summarized in the prese
ntation of the 
interviewees. 
The questionnaire was pre-tested by administration to fo
ur scientists, 
both doctoral students and visiting professors, who were
 currently doing 
research at Lehigh University. The interview schedule w
as not altered and 
was subsequently administered to the other scientists. 
When questions were 
obscure, the administrator tried to restate those questi
ons in different 
terms. 
In order to avoid potential threats which could stem from
 making the 
participants judge the scientific policies of their own country, they had
 the 
option of keeping anonymity. 
4.DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
PRESENTATION OF THE INTERVIEWEES 
I would like, first to introduce the interviewees and br
iefly describe 
their educational background. I will not reveal their re
al names as some of 
them requested. 
Chinese Students 
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1.Luo is a PH.D. student in Mechanical Eng
ineering. He first arrived in 
the United States in 1988. From 1984 from 
1988, Luo worked in a Chinese 
company located in Beijing, doing research. He came to
 the United States 
through a program sponsored by the United N
ations. 
2. Ac is a student in the Civil Engineering
 Department. He arrived in the 
United States in 1982. He did research for
 about one year in his University 
after he graduated, and is now a research a
ssistant at Lehigh University. 
3.Wax is a student in Solid State Physics. 
She worked for three years in 
the Beijing Research Institute before coming to the U.S
. She is also a 
research assistant at Lehigh. 
4.~ is a PH.D. student in Civil Engineerin
g. Gy was born in China in 
1951. He received his master's from Shanga
i University and worked as a 
lecturer/researcher for two years before co
ming to the United States. 
5.Li is a PH.D. student in Bio-technology. 
He obtained his master's 
in China in 1985-1987, and worked as a rese
archer on water treatment at 
the Institute of Light Industry. 
6.Yen is a PH.D. student in Electrical Eng
ineering .. It is her third 
year in the United States, where she works 
as a research assistant. She 
graduated from Feuden University and worked
 at the Beijing Electronic Tube 
Factory as a researcher. 
7.Kun is a PH.D. student in Chemical Engin
eering. He arrived in the US. 
in August, 1988. He worked as a researcher
 for three years in China, for a 
chemical company. 
8.Jie is another PH.D. student, in Materia
l Sciences. He arrived at 
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Lehigh in 1986, having graduat
ed in 1984 from Tsin Han, one 
of the biggest 
Chinese universities and worke
d two years as a researcher in
 his university 
before coming to the United S
tates. 
9.Jun is a PH.D. student in M
echanical Engineering. He was
 born in China 
in 1956 and had been in the Un
ited States for only six month
s at the time of 
the interview. He graduated i
n 1984, and worked as a resear
cher in his 
university for two years befo
re coming to the U.S. 
10.Wang is a PH.D. student in 
Industrial Engineering (operation res
earch). 
He came to the United States 
in 1983 for his Master's and d
ecided to stay for 
his PH.D. He did some researc
h while studying in China and 
worked in a 
Chinese factory as an Electric
al technician. 
11.Ning She is a PH.D. stude
nt in Mechanical Engineering. 
Before she 
came to the United States in 1
985, she did research at the I
nstitute of 
Aeronautics and Astronomy. 
12.Mimi is an American Chines
e; she is a graduate student i
n the Chemical 
Engineering department. She p
articipated in an exchange pro
gram in China 
for eight months, where she d
id research. 
13.Limin is a PH.D. student in
 the Chemical Engineering depa
rtment. He 
arrived in the United States 
in 1986, having obtained his M
aster's degree in 
China in 1984, at the Dilian I
nstitute of Light Industry; he
 also did 
research in the same institut
e. 
Chinese Scholars 
14.Zhou graduated in 1961 and
 actually started to do resear
ch in 1981. 
During the ten years of the C
ultural Revolution, he worked 
in a factory and 
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did very little research. Zhou is now a professor in China. He crun
e to 
the United States in 1982 as a visiting scholar where he conducted im
portant 
research in the department of Material Sciences. 
15.Liu is also a visiting professor in the Department of Material Sci
ence. 
He has been in the U.S. for four years. From 1964 to 1985, he worked
 as a 
researcher at the Northeast Institute. 
16.Jei was born in China in 1959; she is a post-doctorate student in 
the Department of Chemistry at Lehigh University. From 1976 to 1980 
she 
taught at the Institute of Aeronautics and Astronomies. Then in 198
0, she 
went to Japan for her PH.D. She is in the United since 1987 where s
he is 
conducting research. 
17.Mingyan is a visiting Professor in the Physics Department; he ha
s 
been in the United States for four year. He did research from 1982 
to 1985 
in China. 
18.Xia Professor Xia is a Visiting Professor in the department of Ch
emical 
Engineering; he is associate Professor in China at the University o
f Tsingua. 
He had been in the United States for only four months at the time of
 the 
interview. Additionally, he did research at the Jiangai Institute o
f 
Nonferrous Metal and did research for five years at the Tsinghua Un
iversity. 
19.Ma is a visiting scholar in the Department of Civil Engineering. H
e has 
been in the United States since 1985. He worked as a researcher at 
Shanghai's Jiao Tong University for over twenty-two years. 
20.Mr. Xis a visiting scholar I interviewed in 1988, for my term pap
er. 
He was financed by the Academy of Science. Mr.X was born in Tien Y
ing 
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near Beijing. He is a professor in the Department of Material Science; he 
has conducted research for over 20 years. 
Taiwanese Students 
21. Huang is a PH.D. student in the Department of Electrical Engineering. 
From 1983 to 1986, he worked for Texas Instruments in Taiwan, where he 
conducted research. 
22.Lee is a PH.D. student in Fracture Mechanics. He arrived in the United 
States in 1983, and got his Master's degree in 1985. He did one year of 
research in Taiwan. 
23.Yin Shen is a PH.D. student in Emulsion Polymers. She worked four years, 
in a government-owned research institute, doing research before she came to 
the United States in 1985. 
24.Cheng is a PH.D. student in Civil Engineering. He worked two years 
as a consultant in Taiwan and came to the United States in 1983. He is a 
research assistant in Lehigh. 
25.0ku just obtained his PH.D. in Mechanical Engineering. He has worked 
as a researcher in Taiwan and in the United States. 
26.J,C, is a graduate student in Industrial Engineering. He came to 
Lehigh in 1986. From 1984 to 1986, he worked at China Steel Industrial 
Company, which he described as a combination of American and Japanese 
production system. 
~ 
~ 
27.Chen is a PH.D. student in Mechanical Engineering. He has been in the 
United States for six years. He worked as a researcher in a Taiwan Power 
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Company, and as a field Engineer 
in a nuclear power plant. Addit
ionally, 
he worked as a consultant for an
 American firm. 
28.Liu is a PH.D. student in Ind
ustrial Engineering. He has been
 in the 
United States since 1983. He wo
rked as s·researcher for two year
s in Taiwan. 
29.Warren is a PH.D. student in I
ndustrial Engineering; he has bee
n in 
the United States since 1984. Fo
r five years, he worked for 2 com
panies 
located in Taiwan (the Taiwanese Manufa
cturing Company and RCA), as a 
researcher. 
30.Min is a PH.D. student in Che
mical Engineering. He worked for
 one 
year as assistant in a biochemis
try lab in his university in Taiw
an. 
31.Lin is a PH.D. student in Phy
sics. He came to the United Stat
es in 
1977. From 1976 to 1977, he was 
an instructor in Physics at Sooch
ow 
University, and has done research
 at Lehigh. 
32.Wat is a PH.D. student in Poly
mer Science. He came to America
 in 1985. 
From 1984 to 1985 he worked in a 
Taiwanese steel company. 
33.Jack is a PH.D. student in Ch
emical Engineering. He spent fiv
e years 
at the Institute of Technology, 
where he graduated. 
34.Sam is a PH.D. student in Che
mical Engineering, he came in the
 United 
States in 1985, got his Master's 
degree in 1985, in the US, and is
 enrolled in 
a PH.D. program. He worked for 
the National Bureau of Standards 
in Taiwan. 
35 Guo is a PH.D. student in Chem
ical Engineering with a concentra
tion in 
Polymer Science. He arrived in A
merica in 1985, got his master's 
in 1987 and 
is working for his PH.D. He wor
ked as a research assistant in Ta
iwan for 
one year after he graduated. 
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EXPECTATIONS IN COMING TO AMERICA: THE
 1979 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT
 
In 1978, Fang Yi, a politburo member a
nd Vice-Premier of the State 
Council, presented an outline of the n
ational plan for scientific and 
/-~ 
__ , technological development in which, 
among other things, he called for the 
recruitment of a force of 800 000 prof
essional scientific researchers, 
between 1978 and 1985. But there was 
an obvious shortage of trained 
technical personnel; therefore, in ord
er to bridge the gap in scientific 
leadership and skilled manpower needs,
 two solutions were advanced, the 
first being to re-institute post gradu
ate work in China and the second 
solution being to send post graduate a
nd graduate students abroad for 
advanced training in science and techn
ology. In 1983, there were about 
10,000 Chinese students and scholars i
n the United States. Since the 
normalization of the relations in Jan
uary of 1979, China scientific contrac
t 
with the U.S. has expended considerabl
y under the Science and Technology 
Agreement (signed on January 31st, 1979). Num
erous accords were concluded 
for cooperative exchanges. 
Under those circumstances, it was not 
too difficult to find students 
from mainland China on the Lehigh camp
us, and interview them. The first 
question (to be analyzed as results) is: 
1. What were your expectations in com
ing to America? Are you 
pleasantly or unpleasantly surprised? 
Chinese Students 
Among the Chinese students in this stu
dy, 13 came to America under the 
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Science and Technology Agreement, in order to receive higher graduate or 
post-graduate education. Four of them stress the fact that graduate /post 
graduate-education in mainland China is not well established. There is no \ 
solid foundation, therefore the system is unstable and they add that the lack 
of highly-qualified scientists has more severe repercussions at the graduate 
level than at the undergraduate level. In addition, 7 respondents claim 
that the Chinese Graduate Entrance Exam is extremely selective, and for that 
reason, they perceive the American Graduate Entrance Exam as incomparably 
easier. 
All the 13 Chinese interviewees report, that the scientific 
environment, (including the facilities, the equipment, the money, and the 
expertise) is much better in the United States than in their home country. 
The great majority of the Chinese students were pleasantly surprised by the 
financial wealth of the country. 
One of the most recurrent themes emphasized by the respondents is the 
freedom enjoyed by the American scientists. Two of the Chinese students 
note that they were surprised to find so much theoretical research being 
conducted in the United States. They believe that there is approximately 
the same amount of theoretical research as applied research being carried 
out in the United States. They further explain that American scientists 
have the freedom to select their subject without restriction, regardless of 
the degree of practical application of the research, allowing for the 
different scientific specialities to develop relatively evenly. American 
scientists also have the freedom to select their colleagues or choose to 
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work alone, which is enviable, compared to the Chinese system of forced 
cooperation. According to 6 of the Chinese students, Chinese forced 
cooperation leads to various problems, such as corruption, fraud, 
exploitation. 
Chinese Scholars 
When asked the same question, the visiting scholars all stressed 
the material advantages of the American system. Interestingly, one of the 
Professor comments on the structure of the system in the country: 
I was really extremely surprised to see that young 
scientists in America have many more opportunities 
to be recognized and trusted than in China. I don't 
think they are smarter, but the American system is, 
in this respect incomparably less rigid and allows 
for young talents to be recognized and respected, 
something that China should learn. 
Taiwanese Students 
The Taiwanese students came to receive higher education and 
professional experience. A prima facie difference with their Chinese 
counterparts is that 8 out of the 15 Taiwanese expect to stay in America 
after completion of their degree. Chinese students regard their stay here 
as a temporary mission for learning new technologies and knowledge, to take 
back to their country and use in the national effort of modernization. 
The Taiwanese students seemed well-informed about America. Therefore, 
most of them report that when they first came to this country, they knew 
exactly how scientific research was organized and what to expect. Although, 
some of the respondents remarked, they were sometimes surprised by the 
amount of money spent on research, whether applied or theoretical. Another 
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impression, reported by 7 Taiwanese st
udents, is the informal relationships
 
between professors and students. 
All three groups interviewed came to 
the United States for advanced 
education because America has the rep
utation for being the "scientific 
leader of the world", as one of the C
hinese students notes. They all agree
 
that America offers a better research 
environment than the one found in 
their own countries. 
4.2 MAJOR DIFFERENCES IN DOING SCIENC
E IN CHINA AND IN AMERICA 
What are the major differences between science in
 China and science in 
America? In this section, questions 
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 have been pooled for 
analysis. They are: 
2. What do you see as the principal d
ifferences between China and the 
United States about how science is do
ne? 
3.What special problems in getting goo
d science done does the United 
States have? 
4. What special problems in getting go
od science done does China/ 
Taiwan have? 
5. What special advantages do the Unit
ed States have in getting good 
science done? 
6. What special advantages do China/T
aiwan have in getting good 
science done? 
These questions have been designed to 
elicit spontaneous answers. 
They are a more general questions tha
n the ones following, therefore some 
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information is redundant and thus only
 reported when judged significant to 
the discussed issues. 
Although this inquiry focuses on probl
ems strictly concerning the 
conduct of science beyond budgetary co
nsiderations, I felt that I had to 
report this information, since the ma
jority of the interviewees emphasize 
that the major difference concern budgetary alloc
ation. 
BUDGETARY DIFFERENCES 
As mentioned earlier all 35 of the inte
rviewees report with overall 
consensus that America enjoys better research fac
ilities than China and even 
Taiwan. 
The availability and modernity of the 
equipment, as well as the highly 
developed information and communicatio
n system, monitored by an extremely 
efficient computer system, are some o
f the basic material advantages that 
propelled the United States to its int
ernational scientific leadership 
position. In addition, the number of 
publications and scientific journals 
available in the United States is cons
iderably higher than in both mainland 
China and Taiwan. 
Additional financial differences were 
diagnosed by 5 of the Chinese 
students and 6 of the visiting scholar
s. One of the difference mentioned is
 
that 50% of the American research is fi
nanced by industry, whereas in China, 
science is strictly a governmental en
terprise, exclusively financed by the 
government. An important issue raised
 by 7 Chinese students and all 7 
visiting scholars is that China needs 
a better political system, with more 
freedom and a more open market. But C
hina should also develop new sources 
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of income that will alleviate fund
ing shortages, even at the possibl
e cost 
of the government's overall contro
l over the process of technologica
l 
changes. In short, Chinese scienc
e needs to become more autonomous.
 
Correspondingly, the diversity of 
financial sources in America has a
 
significant effect on the proporti
on of money allocated to applied a
nd 
fundamental research. But there i
s no general consensus on this 
observation, since 4 Chinese stude
nts report that there is not enoug
h basic 
research being carried out in the 
United States, and three report th
e 
opposite. 
But China cannot afford to invest 
in long-term theoretical projects. 
Instead, the nation must orient it
s scientific research towards more
 
practical goals and increase its p
roduction level in order to catch 
up with 
the most advanced nations, as conc
luded in the 1978 National Science 
Conference. 
ECONOMICAL AND POLITICAL DIFFERENC
ES 
One Visiting Professor also notice
s that one major difference between 
China and America originates in th
e state of the respective economi
es. He 
then adds that: 
Chinese economic backwardness or
 non development 
affects the conduct of science, si
nce science can 
only progress in an economically 
stable and prosperous 
democratic environment. Furthermo
re, the very low standard 
of living does not propel demand 
which in turn restrains 
production, limiting the developm
ent of a national market. 
In addition, planned economy overlo
oks potential problems. 
Three Chinese student deplore the 
fact that politics plays an impor
tant role 
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in science, and one of them reports: 
Science should not have any party nor fo
llow any ideology. 
It should be strong enough to resist by
 itself against 
political instability. 
INDIVIDUALISM AND I.ACK OF COOPERATION 
Similarly 5 Chinese students remark that
 scientists are generally more 
individualistic in the United States, an
d explain that not only is 
individualism embodied in the American p
hilosophical doctrine but it is 
reinforced by the strong competitive sys
tem. This situation often results 
in a lack of cooperation detrimental to 
scientific endeavor. However, 6 of 
them report that the Chinese style of im
posed cooperation often results in a 
subtle power struggle and also stifles p
ersonal initiative and originality, 
although 2 Chinese students believe that
 cooperation in China is an absolute 
requirement. American scientists are li
kewise described as more independent 
than their Chinese counterparts. Four v
isiting scholars believe that 
professors in America are more powerful
 since they have the ultimate power 
to decide. 
SENIORITY AND SOCIAL STATUS 
Finally, a fundamental distinction, inhe
rent in the Chinese culture, 
lies in the relationships between senior
 professors and younger professors. 
Twelve Chinese students and 6 scholars m
ention that in China, senior 
scientists hold the highest positions in
 the scientific world. It is not 
unusual, they report, for young scienti
sts to work in the shadow of an older 
professor; it is the only way to start. 
In America, the leading scientists 
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are usually very young, which indicates th
at America emphasizes creativity 
and innovation. The inflexible hierarchy 
in China, together with the lack 
of status and material rewards, deter young
 students from engaging in 
scientific professions. Business in China
 has become a much more lucrative 
occupation since 1978. Scientists should r
eceive more attention, their 
status should be revised, and they should b
e given more respect and 
recognition. The Chinese intellectual con
dition has not been entirely 
restored yet; scientist still suffer from a
 lack of status. Thus, the major 
difference described by the interviewees a
re threefold: financial, 
structural and hierarchical. 
PROBLEMS IN DOING SCIENCE IN AMERICA 
Interestingly enough, 6 Chinese students fa
iled to identify any 
specific problems that America has in doing
 science. The only remarks dealt 
with cooperation, and the differences betw
een applied and basic science 
discussed earlier. 
Two Chinese visiting scholars underlined th
e fact that most of the 
students at the Doctoral level in the Unite
d States were foreign students, 
and that this increasing trend could be de
trimental, in the long run, for 
the development of American science. As m
entioned earlier, if science fails 
to attract students in China, a similar tre
nd can be observed in the United 
States for, obviously, the same reason: the
 lack of rewards. Three visiting 
professors did not report any problem. 
Limitation of the Analysis 
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I personally think, that those results reported by t
he Chinese 
students and scholars have to be interpreted with ex
treme caution. We could 
speculate that the respondents are more familiar wi
th the Chinese system; 
hence, they may be more critical. Another extrapol
ation is that the 
differences between both countries are such that the
y may fail to perceive 
the genuine in-depth problems (if any) inherent in American scie
nce. 
Finally, as guests, they might feel uncomfortable w
hen asked to criticize 
their host country's scientific institutions, since
 criticism is not a well-
established Chinese custom. 
THE ADVANTAGES OF DOING SCIENCE IN CHINA 
CENTRALIZATION 
Chinese Students and Scholars 
The Chinese students and scholars found very few ad
vantages in the 
Chinese scientific system. However, 7 Chinese stud
ents and 2 scholars 
believe in the strength of centralization and econom
ic planning. They 
recognize that the Chinese government can, if neces
sary, concentrate human, 
as well as financial, resources on a given project, to develop a ch
osen 
field. A perfect example to illustrate this particu
lar advantage is the 
development of a space program in a country still, 
in many respects, 
underdeveloped. They underline that such centraliza
tion can be an advantage 
for a vast and underdeveloped country like China, w
here coordination is much 
needed to carry out modernization. However, too mu
ch centralization and 
government control obstruct the progress of science 
as reported in an 
earlier section of this paper. 
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WORK ETHIC 
Another advantage, reported by 3 Chinese students and 5 Visiting 
scholars, is the value placed on hard work. This basic virtue, cen
tral to 
Confucianism, still prevails in China. They further explain that 
materialism is not a very highly praised value, therefore scientist
s, 
although insufficiently rewarded, concentrate on their research and
 not on 
financial considerations. The prestige of belonging to an intellec
tual 
"elite" should be sufficient incentive. But 2 Chinese students tot
ally 
disagree with that approach (i.e. the hard-work ethic), and rather suggest 
that Chinese need to change their "civil servant mentality". It af
fects the 
overall efficiency of scientific work. Because Chinese scientists 
have a 
secure life-time position (iron-bowl) assigned by the government, they are 
not pressured to compete and thus minimize their effort. On the ot
her hand, 
the lack of pressure associated with the job security allows for better 
results. More careful experimentation conducted in a relaxed atmos
phere is 
beneficial for scientific achievement. One Chinese student reports
: "It 
leads to a better control of deviant behavior and minimize the occu
rrence of 
fraud". 
Taiwanese Students 
My overall impression in interviewing the students from Taiwan was
 
that they were in general more critical of the American system. I
t could 
therefore be inferred that the difference that is observed between 
the 
Taiwanese and the Chinese students is related to the fact that Taiw
anese 
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live in a less repressive society. Fifteen Taiw
anese students also report 
that the United States have a definite financial
 advantage in conducting 
science. However, the differences observed by t
he Taiwanese focus on other 
elements not mentioned by the Chinese students a
nd scholars. 
BUSINESS TRADITION 
Unlike China, and the United States, Taiwan is a
 small, overpopulated 
island, characterized by an almost infinite numb
er of small companies, as 3 
students report ironically. Ten years ago, scie
ntific research was almost 
non-existent in Taiwan. People were oriented to
wards trade and cheap 
production of goods. This lack of research acti
vity stemmed from a shortage 
of government funds, as well as from a tradition
 of buying foreign 
technology. Over the past two decades, Taiwan h
as become aware of the 
importance of having its own national research a
nd scientific institutions. 
This new awarness was accompanied by the governm
ent intention to develop 
science and technology. Taiwan is a business co
untry with a business 
tradition, therefore, traditionally, science has
 never been considered a top 
priority. 
PROBLEMS IN DOING SCIENCE IN TAIWAN 
POLITICAL INSTABILITY 
On this topic, all the students have identified 
different problems 
inherent to Taiwan's science. Taiwan has become
 a richer country, offering 
many opportunities to prosper to its inhabitants
. However if Taiwan's 
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,,economic picture looks attractively
 ideal, political problems are abund
ant. 
One of the Taiwanese student remarke
d that part of the Taiwanese popula
tion 
tries to leave the country because o
f the increasing pressure imposed by
 
Beijing over the reunification issue. He furth
er stressed that the majority 
of the politicians in Taiwan origin
ate from mainland China, and conside
r 
themselves as temporary residents. 
The sensitive question of the 
reunification of Taiwan with mainlan
d China, has a considerable impact o
n 
the conduct of science. The governm
ent does not undertake long-term 
projects because of the lack of confidence in T
aiwan's future. For instance 
the construction of the subway system
 in Taiwan was started only two year
s 
ago. 
IMPORTED CULTURE 
Taiwan is strongly influenced by the
 United States; 60% of the 
professors in Civil Engineering were
 trained in America, as were the ma
jority 
of the professors teaching in Taiwa
nese universities. One Taiwanese st
udent 
reports: 
However, the environment and scie
ntific conditions are 
different in Taiwan. Therefore, it 
is erroneous to assume 
that what is good for the United S
tates is good for Taiwan. 
You cannot transfer technology and 
knowledge without opening 
your door to values that are intrin
sic to other countries 
and sometimes clash with the values 
of your own country. 
He stressed that Taiwanese scientist
s lack originality in doing science.
 
Taiwan suffers from imported culture
 from mainland China and from the Un
ited 
States. One the one hand, people ar
e submerged by American ideology, 
valuing consumption and materialism,
 while in the other hand, mainland C
hina 
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still encourages Marxist philosophy in T
aiwan. This twofold cultural 
influence leads to unclear and confused 
cultural values. Capitalism is only 
twenty years old in Taiwan, and the trad
itional Chinese culture based on 
self sufficiency with no emphasis on inn
ovation or creativity is 
intrinsically in opposition to capitalis
m. 
PROBLEMS IN DOING SCIENCE IN THE UNITED 
STATES 
BRAIN DRAIN 
The Taiwanese students, overall have bee
n more critical, when asked to 
identify problems in American science, th
an their Chinese counterparts. 
However, the most recurrent observation 
concerns the lack of American 
students at the doctorate and post docto
rate level. Eight Taiwanese students 
explained that American students are mor
e materialistic and tend to chose 
financially rewarding professions. One 
of them added: 
Selfishness is an inherent American valu
e that is 
strengthened by capitalism, therefore, A
merican 
scientists work for their personal advan
cement and are 
only indirectly interested by the progre
ss of knowledge 
for society. Although this attitude ind
irectly benefits 
scientific activity, it is, I believe, e
thically wrong. 
LACK OF COOPERATION 
Taiwanese students agree with the Chines
e students that the lack of 
cooperation in the United States is the 
most significant problem. But they 
stressed: 
In Taiwan it is even worse. There is no
 cooperation at all. 
But if we are to compare with the Japane
se system or even 
the Chinese one, then we see a quite sig
nificant difference. 
I believe that team work usually yields b
etter results 
especially for long term projects. That is maybe wh
y, 
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compared to Taiwan there are more long-term p
rojects being 
carried out in the United States. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
Finally, another difference mentioned concern
s environmental issues. 
There are a lot of pressure groups in Americ
a that exert a significant 
amount of influence on science. Issues such
 as vivisection, animal rights, 
and pollution are very sensitive. Therefore,
 the country has to spent a 
large amount of money to reduce the tension w
hich handicaps science. In 
Taiwan, one student reported there were no pr
essure groups, therefore these 
issues are never brought up. 
The political and economic situation in Taiwa
n and in China are 
different, although both countries share the 
same ethno-cultural heritage. 
Recently Taiwan saw the emergence of a new p
arty, which may trigger 
democratic liberalization. We could speculat
e that this pressure for 
democracy is linked to the economic miracle o
f the past decade and that it 
may have an effect for science in Taiwan. I
n conclusion, Taiwan has a big 
potential for scientific development (money, brain, eco
nomic prosperity 
and a nascent democracy), which is still dormant but, a
s one student noted: 
I expect that in ten years from now scientif
ic research 
in Taiwan will certainly rank high among the 
most advanced 
nations. 
There exists some structural differences as w
ell between China and 
Taiwan. Taiwan is a business country; it has
 therefore absorbed many values 
inherent in capitalism. These values are in
 complete contradiction with 
traditional Chinese values. 
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My overall impression is that China tries to maintain th
e essence of 
socialism, and thus resolutely resists democratic libera
lization. As the 
recent student protest shows, Beijing is not ready yet to loosen its cont
rol 
over the nation. With regard to the development of scien
ce, this position 
presents a threat to scientific modernization. Can Chin
a become a modern 
nation without altering its political-ideological basis? 
Taiwan, for the reason noted above, has fully internalize
d the 
capitalistic principles into its every-day life. Becaus
e of the ethnic-
cultural background that Taiwan shares with Main Land Ch
ina, some 
characteristics, sometimes incompatible with modern Taiw
an still remain very 
strongly rooted in the country. 
4.3 SPECIFIC PROBLEMS IN DOING SCIENCE IN CHINA TAIWAN A
ND IN AMERICA 
COOPERATION VERSUS COMPETITION 
In the previous section, a majority of the interviewees agree that 
there is not enough cooperation among American scientis
ts. This section 
analyzes the problem of competition and cooperation. Questions 7, 8 
and 9 
were combined for analysis: 
7. In which country, the United States or China/Taiwan, 
are the 
scientists in the lab most competitive? 
8. To improve science in the United States, in which dire
ction should 
they change? Towards more competition or more cooperation
? 
9. To improve science in China/Taiwan, in which direction
 should they 
change? Towards more competition or more cooperation? 
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Only after the end of the interview, did I realize t
hat this question 
was slightly ambiguous, and needed to be rephrased s
o as to be more 
specific. But as the interviews were face-to-face,
 I was able to explain 
what type of answer the question was attempting to 
elicit. The confusion 
stems from the very concept of "science", since it 
embraces at least two 
types of activity: (1) science intended to be commercialized (2)
 science 
that strictly serves the advance of knowledge. 
Chinese Students and Scholars 
The majority of the Chinese students agree that cooperation and 
competition are both necessary in doing science; how
ever, the most arduous 
task is to find a healthy balance between the two. 
An additional difficulty 
in comparing both countries arises not only from the
 different research 
environment, but also from the level of development 
and the political 
orientation. Two Chinese students stress that both 
countries are similar, 
if you consider the individual's expertise, and one 
of them reports: 
Provided with the same conditions Chinese scientists
 will 
also be competitive but in the actual state of thin
gs, I'll 
say there is more competition in the United States. 
Cooperation in China 
Despite the lack of cooperation in the U.S., as com
pared to China, 8 
Chinese students promptly stress the Chinese-style c
ooperation is not a good 
model either. Compulsory team work often leads to i
nterpersonal squabbling, 
power struggles, and pressure to share with one's co
lleagues. Two Chinese 
students see cooperation in China as an absolute req
uirement; since 
resources are limited, they ought to be allocated ca
refully. Team work is 
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thus a prerequisite for scientific development in China. 
Competition in China 
Five Chinese students stressed that competition in China is meaningless. 
One reason is the ~igid hierarchical system based on seniority, which does 
not leave any room for promotion of young scientists who therefore have to 
wait until they become old enough to be promoted. Promotion is thus not 
based on ability and achievement but strictly on seniority. Another reason, 
is the "same salary system". Mao Zedong eliminated competition, together 
with people's creativity, by leveling the standard of living. Competition 
is a waste of time and effort, because people's standard of living cannot be 
improved. A visiting scientist reported that competition in science is 
limited in China because scientists work for the government and receive 
equal pay. Team work is thus a key characteristic of the Chinese scientific 
system, and hierarchy within the team is extremely rigid, thus limiting 
promotion opportunities. In America, cooperation results from free choice. 
The members of team are assigned with regard to their compatibility, and 
carefully selected for their expertise. However, such cooperation, as that 
in China.is lacking in the United States, reported 5 of the Chinese scholars. 
American scientists are more individualistic, but even so, information flows 
smoothly between the different members of the scientific community. The 
lack of cooperation does not always mean competition, these concepts are not 
opposed. In some cases, research is carried out more successfully by one 
single individual than by a team, depending on the nature of the project. 
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In other words, as report three Chinese students, what is important
 in this 
issue is to have the choice, and make the right decision as to what
 would 
work better on a particular project. 
Competition in America 
Ten Chinese students and 6 scholars claimed that American scientists
 
are more competitive than their Chinese counterparts because they a
re 
pressured to publish and thereby improve their chances of promotion
. In 
addition, to these two important incentives, one student reported t
hat 
competition in the United States is a condition sine quo non to sur
vival. 
He further explained that scientists have to be efficient and highl
y 
competitive if they want to keep their job and be promoted. 
Seven Chinese students and 5 visiting scholars tend to agree that 
there is not enough cooperation in the United States. Similarly, 8
 Chinese 
students and 5 visiting scholars found that there is not enough com
petition 
in China. They did not find any specific virtues to the Chinese sy
stem of 
forced cooperation nor did they think that the American model would
 be 
suitable to Chinese science. However one visiting scholar suggeste
d that 
China should learn from America. Therefore, there is no miracle so
lution 
and the question left unanswered is what solution could work best f
or each 
country, given their stage of development. 
To improve science: in which direction should the US move? 
Three Chinese students agreed that the balance between cooperation 
and 
competition in the United States is good, although they suggested th
at more 
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cooperation could increase progress in science. Eight Chinese students 
noted that America needs more cooperation, because as one of them reported: 
Science requires the contribution of many experts 
belonging to various fields since scientific endeavor 
has become extremely complex and sophisticated. 
Although a lack of cooperation has been diagnosed in the United 
States, according to 4 Chinese students and two visiting scholars:" It seems 
to be a pretty successful system in producing science". 
To improve science in China: in which direction should they move? 
There is a general consensus that China needs more competition. Eight 
students and 5 scholars reported that the lack of competition in China is a 
more severe problem than the lack of cooperation in America. One the 
visiting professor even pinpointed this issue : 
There is more competition in the United States than in 
China; American science is ahead of Chinese science, so 
I guess that competition is successful for development 
of science. 
He added that "A society without competition is a dead society", and 
noted that there are more problems stemming from cooperation than from 
competition. He believed that scientists should have the chance to improve 
their standard of living through their efforts. Young scientists in 
particular should be rewarded at a time when rewards is most needed to 
encourage their career. Competition means equal rights, and equal 
opportunities based on achievement, not on seniority or political 
sympathies. In Chinese terms, it means that the previous values instilled 
for three decades have to be entirely wiped out and replaced by new values, 
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if the Chinese authorities want to inc
rease competition. 
Taiwanese Students 
The Taiwanese students differed signif
icantly from their Chinese 
counterparts, when comparing cooperat
ion and competition in both countries.
 
Seven students recognized that there i
s more cooperation in the United State
s 
than in Taiwan. Four Taiwanese studen
ts believed that Taiwanese scientists 
are more competitive than their Ameri
can counterparts. Three main reasons 
were responsible for the lack of coop
eration in Taiwan. One reason has to 
do with the nature of the people, dep
icted by one student as inherently 
selfish and suspicious. Chinese peop
le do not trust each other, as the 
result of too many wars and socio-pol
itical disruptions that have occurred 
in the past. A second reason concerns
 the lack of big projects which 
requires intensive labor and skills. 
In Taiwan there are only small 
companies. Finally, a third reason is
 based on the fact that the 
communication/information/computer sys
tem is not as developed as it in the 
U.S., therefore scientists do not alwa
ys have the chance to share 
information. One Taiwanese student ad
ds that secrecy is a golden rule in 
Taiwan; people do not like sharing the
ir results and information with their 
fellow scientists. 
Neither Chinese forced cooperation nor
 Taiwanese extreme individualism 
appears to represent a satisfactory a
nswer to the question addressed in thi
s 
section. The American model, though p
erfectible and excessively competitive 
(according to the Chinese scholars and students
), is probably the closest to 
the ideal equilibrium (according to all three g
roups of interviewees). 
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AUTHORITY AND RESPECT 
As mentioned earlier, a majority of Chinese students noted
 the 
significant differences in the relationships 
between young scientists and 
senior scientists. How the relationships betw
een young scientists and 
senior scientists affect the conduct of valid
 science in each country is 
what the question 14 and 16, 17, 18 19, 20 aim
ed at eliciting: 
14. Is the authority of laboratory directors 
and senior professors 
greater in the United States or in China/Taiw
an? 
16. In which country do young scientists have 
the greatest respect 
for senior scientists? How can you explain t
his fact? 
17. Is there too much respect for senior scie
ntists in the United 
States? 
18. Is there too much respect for the senior 
scientists in China/ 
Taiwan? 
19. Is there too little respect for senior sc
ientists in the United 
States? 
20. Is there too little respect for senior sc
ientists in China/ 
Taiwan? 
Confucian philosophy, still deeply rooted in 
the Chinese mentality, 
emphasizes respect and authority as two essen
tial virtues. In the area of 
science, these doctrines, as stressed by the 
Chinese and Taiwanese students, 
are overwhelming. Interestingly, on the que
stion of authority and respect, 
both Chinese and Taiwanese seem to share the 
same impressions. However, 
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while the question of respect produced indisputa
ble consensus, the 
discussion of authority elicited different answe
rs among the interviewees. 
This question might have been too vague and the 
interviewees failed to fully 
understand the concept of authority. 
Authority is defined as the right to command and
 thus to decide . 
... 
Although the meaning of authority was explained 
to the interviewees, the 
answers were sometimes obscure. As a result, som
e of the answers were not 
usable. 
Chinese Students and Scholars 
Starting from this initial misconception of the 
term "authority", we 
can distinguish between three categories of answ
ers. Among the Chinese 
students, 6 directly reported that the authority 
of senior professor and lab 
directors is greater in the United States, 4 stu
dents believed it is exactly 
the opposite, while 3 claimed that there is no d
ifference at all. Among the 
visiting scholars, 6 out of 7 agree that authori
ty vested in senior 
professors and lab directors is greater in the U
nited States, while only 1 
visiting scholar suggests that it might be the s
ame. 
In both countries, lab directors and senior prof
essors enjoy the same 
authority, according to one Chinese student but 
the nature of the authority 
is different. He then explained that authority 
in China is embodied in the 
Party, which controls nearly everything. Lab di
rectors and senior professors 
receive their order from political leaders, and 
then impose them on the 
people working with them. Therefore, the Chines
e students and scholars who 
believed that the authority of laboratory direct
ors is greater in the United 
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States referred to the fact that in China the ultimate authority is 
vested 
in the hands of the Communist Party. 
Three Chinese students approached the question from a different ang
le; 
they reported that lab directors and senior professors have a great
er 
authority in China because their position is strengthened by the Pa
rty of 
which they are often active members. One of them added specifically
 that 
the Chinese people believe in authority. According to Chinese cultu
re, 
authority is vested in both educated and old people, therefore senio
r 
professors hold privileged positions that confer upon them greater 
authority, whereas in the United States authority stems from experie
nce 
and expertise. 
Three Chinese students and two visiting professors claimed that lab 
directors and senior professors have the same authority, depending o
n their 
personality. One of them stressed that in both countries the author
ity can 
be easily challenged, and he concluded by saying that the prevalent
 system 
in each country should not be changed because it reflects inherent c
ultural 
values. 
Eleven Chinese students and 7 scholars agreed that senior professors
 
and lab directors should have more authority in China. The Communi
st Party 
ought to confer more freedom and thus authority on the members of th
e 
scientific community. One student, however, noted that China canno
t change 
on that particular point, unless the whole culture and the political
-
-ideological values change too. 
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Taiwanese Students 
Eleven Taiwanese students reported that lab directors and senior 
professors have greater authority in Taiwan. One student underlined that 
Asian societies are very authoritarian, because of the feudal system. 
Chinese people are taught to respect authority. The concept of authority, 
fully embodied in the Confucian tradition, teaches Chinese people to respec
t 
authority. Another Taiwanese student raised an interesting point by 
indicating that Taiwanese and Chinese in general have more respect for 
knowledge than Americans. However, authority is not always based on 
achievement and excellence as it is in the United States. Seniority is the
 
factor that measures degree of authority in China. 
Confucian virtues, taught to the Chinese at a young age, affect the 
relationships between young and senior scientists. All three groups of 
interviewees, from both China and Taiwan, were unanimous in claiming that 
there is too much respect for senior scientists in China and Taiwan. 
Seniority is a measure of both success and fame. Young Chinese scientists 
are very deferential, regardless of their performance. Two Chinese studen
ts 
distinguished between real and false respect, and specified that most of th
e 
time, respect is not genuine in China but only superficial, but "we do not 
have the choice". One of them noted: 
In Taiwan there is a tendency to believe what the 
authority says without questioning it, but in America 
because of the competitive system, authority is always 
challenged for the progress of knowledge. 
Because mainland China and Taiwan share the same culture and 
ideologies, they similarly face the same dilemma with regard to respect and
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authority. 
REWARD, MOBILITY AND SOCIAL STATUS 
REWARD 
Like other institutions, the institution of science has developed an 
elaborate system for allocating rewards to its members. During the 
interviews, I found that most of the Chinese students saw competition (non-
existent in China) as a source of incentive, and lack of it hinders the 
development of science. Questions 24 and 25, both deal with this aspect of 
the reward system: 
24/25. How are good scientists rewarded for good work? In China? 
In America? 
One of the visiting scholars interestingly underlined that although 
Chinese scientists strive for a better standard of living, they know that 
they·have to sacrifice their own personal well-being for their country. 
However, they feel that the country should develop an incentive system, to 
attract young scientists and to reward their contributions. But the 
authorities have not been able to identify, with sufficient precision, the 
needs of the scientific community. They fear that rewarding scientists would 
hasten the emergence of a new class in a classless society. This would 
challenge more than four decades of socialist construction. 
Nonetheless, in the Dengist period, the Chinese leaders have emphasized 
the importance of providing incentives to innovate, and one policy has been 
the development of a reward system. As Merton stresses: "The reward system 
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of science reinforces the institutional emphasis on originality" (Merton, 
1973, p.302). 
Although the government has introduced competition into its burgeoning 
scientific system, it seems that the rewards are very limited. One of the 
Chinese visiting scholars reported: "Scientists are paid maybe less than 
blue collar workers and they work maybe twice as much". 
Chinese Students 
Eleven Chinese students reported that rewards in their country are 
mostly honorary, and that very little money is given. Honorary rewards 
include respect, fame, sometimes promotion. But, as one of the Chinese 
students stressed, the ultimate reward to be offered to a scientist in China 
is a position in the government as a member of the Party. He then added: 
It is not unusual to see outstanding scientists wasting 
their time doing politics. They might be good scientists, 
but most of the time they are not good politicians. 
While two Chinese students reported that the nature of the rewards is 
similar in both countries, 11 of them believed that, in the United States, 
there are more material rewards given to the scientists personally, and 
that opportunities to be promoted are somewhat more substantial. 
Chinese Scholars 
No significant differences were observed between what the visiting 
scholars and the Chinese students reported about the reward system. 
Taiwanese Students 
The Taiwanese students unanimously stated that there was no difference 
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between the United States and their home country, in the nature or 
amount of 
the rewards received. 
It seems from the results obtained in this question and elsewhere th
at 
everyone in communist China is now interested in profit-making acti
vities. 
The new Chinese leadership has encouraged these hopes in the intere
st of 
increasing production by allocating material rewards. The Chinese 
government recognizes financial rewards as a powerful incentive for 
increasing production in all areas of development, including science
 and 
technology. It is interesting to observe that the Confucian disdain
 for 
materialistic values, corresponds to the value of humility and 
disinterestedness defined by Robert Merton: 
The socially enforced value of humility serves to reduce 
the misbehavior of scientists below the rate that would 
occur if importance was assigned only to originality and 
the establishing of priority (Merton 1973,p.303). 
On this point, Confucianism and universal scientific norms overlap: 
The pursuit of science is culturally defined as being a 
disinterested search for truth and secondarily a means for 
earning a livelihood (Merton, 1973, p.305). 
It would then appear that the inherent contradiction that China exp
eriences 
in placing value on knowledge, and defining its scientific norms, ar
e common 
to the institution of science in general, which thus incorporates 
potentially incompatible values, such as originality and humility. 
The 
problem of rewarding scientists is not strictly speaking a Chinese p
roblem 
per se, but more of a universal problem, although one may say that C
hina 
faces additional problems intrinsic to its politico-ideological orie
ntation. 
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MOBILITY 
Question 28 was analyzed in this section, and was worded as follows: 
28. What do you think about the scientists who move from one lab to 
another lab in America? Is it different in China/Taiwan? How is it 
different and why? Explain. 
Chinese Students 
Chinese have a strong sense of belongingness to a unit that makes 
horizontal mobility almost non-existent. As for vertical mobility in 
science, we saw that seniority seriously limits this type of opportunity 
for young scientists. In China, positions are assigned by the government, 
therefore the system is much less flexible than in America. One Chinese 
student added that: 
In China, lab directors don't have to pay workers' wages. 
It is thus, in their interest to keep personnel assigned to 
their unit, since they have nothing to lose. 
An overcrowded country like China has to have a rigid system of assigning 
people to different positions otherwise : "Everyone will go to the big 
cities where there are already too many people". Therefore, as 12 of the 
Chinese students stressed, there is no such tradition of mobility in China. 
The 12 Chinese students all agree that horizontal mobility benefits progress 
in science (research environment, personnel flow, experience, communication 
and information). Seven Chinese students add that too much mobility can be 
detrimental to progress in valid science because some projects might 
require 15 to 20 years to be completed: therefore, for long term projects, 
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too much mobility can be a handicap. 
Chinese Scholars 
The Chinese scholars all agreed with what the students reported. In 
addition, one of them stressed that this system of assigning jobs is a 
"powerful political tool for the government to control people". 
Taiwanese Students 
Taiwanese students reported similar observations to the Chinese 
students and visiting scholars, since 14 report the lack of a tradition of 
horizontal mobility. They reported that in Taiwan there is almost no 
differences between various labs; they are all funded approximately 
equally by the government, thus offering similar research facilities; 
therefore, there is no point to moving. They stressed that the situation 
would be different for private research. One Taiwanese student reported that 
horizontal mobility is not frequent in Taiwan and compared Taiwan to Japan 
in this regard, where employees feel a strong sense of belongingness and 
loyalty to their group and their company: 
If you move too frequently, people might question 
your personality and your ability to work with 
other people; it might be interpreted as a sign of 
instability. 
Thus, although Taiwanese have more chances to move than Chinese, because 
their jobs are not assigned by the government, they have a very strong sense 
of belongingness. Furthermore, many Taiwanese students seemed to believe 
that too much horizontal mobility can be unfavorable to scientific research. 
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Research needs stability, especially f
or long-term projects. Compared to 
other professions, even in America, sc
ientists move less. 
ADMIRATION AND RECOGNITION 
What presumed benefits do recognition 
and admiration have for the 
recipient? How do recognition and adm
iration benefit the conduct and 
progress of science? Question 29 and 30 will b
e analyzed in this section: 
29/30. In which country do you think th
at scientists enjoy the highest 
social status? the most admiration and
 recognition? 
Honorific awards should be regarded as
 a psychological tool 
providing additional incentives for ac
hievements. They also serve the 
function of testifying to society the 
merit of the recipient. Communist 
countries, like China, preach the prin
ciple of equality as central to their
 
ideology. Therefore, rewarding excelle
nce is in contradiction with this 
fundamental principle. However, as we 
have repeatedly emphasized, 
scientists need to be acknowledged pub
licly for their contribution for 
society, and this is especially import
ant in the case of China, which has 
set scientific and technological develo
pment as its national priority. But 
China experiences serious problems in 
restoring its scientific community and
 
in redefining its scientific norms. 
Chinese Students 
The answers provided by the Chinese stu
dents reflect the confusion 
experienced by the Chinese government 
itself with regard to reward. Eleven 
Chinese students reported that in Chin
a scientists are recognized and 
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publicly admired because the nature of their occupation confers prestige on 
them. Whereas in America, scientists are admired for their actual 
achievements. In other words, scientists are recognized for what they are 
but not for what they do. Two students suggested that scientists enjoy the 
same social status in both countries, because after the Cultural Revolution 
(1966-1976) the government tried to rehabilitate science and gave scientists 
high social status for their contribution to the reforms. The other three 
Chinese students reported that scientists in China receive more admiration. 
Chinese Scholars 
Four Chinese visiting scholars reported that scientists enjoy the 
same social status in both countries; the only significant differences 
concerned their salaries, which is, of course, relatively much higher in the 
United States, as reported by the whole sample. 
Taiwanese Students 
The Taiwanese students differed among themselves on this particular 
issue: five reported that there is no difference between both countries, 
while 10 supported the hypothesis that the social status of Taiwanese 
scientists is higher because of the Confucian ethic. One of these Taiwanese 
student pointed out: "In the United States a scientist would only be 
respected among his own colleagues in his own field". 
Finally, 2 Taiwanese students reported that American scientists have a 
higher social status because of the significant emphasis on science. 
Furthermore, American scientists are more likely to gain an international 
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reputation through conferences and seminars as well as international 
publications. 
Chinese scientists enjoy approximately the same social status as their 
American counterparts. However, whereas recognition and social status are 
conferred on those who make genuinely original contribution in their field 
in America, in China and Taiwan, recognition and esteem stem from the 
position itself, regardless of the contribution to society or knowledge. 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF TOO MUCH REWARD 
What could be the dysfunction of excessive reward? Question 32 was 
designed to elicit responses pertaining to that particular issue: 
32. Do you think that rewarding the scientists has a beneficial 
influence on the conduct of science? Can greater reward have harmful 
effects? 
Chinese Students 
According to the 15 Chinese students, scientists should be rewarded, 
because, as one of them said reward encourages better work if bestowed at 
the right time, in the career of a scientist. He added that scientists who 
are genuinely interested in doing research would not be negatively affected 
by too many rewards. One additional advantage of increased rewards in 
science would be to attract more people in the field at a time when 
business seems more appealing to many people. On the other hand, according 
to 2 Chinese students, excessive reward can have harmful effects and be 
detrimental to the progress of science. One of these students believed that 
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rewards such as the Nobel Prize increases the scientist's social activities 
at the expense of research. It has been observed that Nobel Prize winners 
tend to significantly slow down their scientific activities after receiving 
the Prize. Another detrimental effect concerns the danger of conferring too 
much power on scientists indiscrimatly. Science is a fearsome weapon that 
can be very easily misused. As the other reported: 
Science has its own course. In America science is economically 
oriented, while in China science is a political activity. 
Therefore, the danger of too much reward has different 
consequences in each country. 
Chinese Scholars 
The 7 visiting scholars also regarded reward as crucial to progress in 
science. They stressed that reward plays an important motivational role. 
They also noted that reward does not need to be material or monetary in 
nature. Rather they believed that prestige is more important since 
considering the norm of humility and disinterestedness, financial reward 
should not be the sole driving force behind scientific activity. 
Taiwanese Students 
The 15 Taiwanese students believed that reward represents the only 
way to motivate scientific research; although scientists are often depicted 
as dedicated men of knowledge, they are still human beings and therefore 
need to be acknowledged and recognized publicly for their contribution to 
science. Six students also believed that greater rewards cannot be 
detrimental to science since reward is always allocated on the basis of 
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merit, "there cannot be too much reward", for reward is allocated on the . 
basis of good work, and as he added, "nothing is free". 
However 9 Taiwanese students pinpointed at one detrimental effects of 
excessive reward. Reward leads to increased competition, at the expenses of 
cooperation. It could also have the opposite effect of less competition, 
because scientists might not work as hard after being rewarded. But one of 
the most harmful possible effects of excessive rewards is fraud, as pointed 
out by one of the Taiwanese student. Interestingly, only Taiwanese students 
mentioned the problem of deviant behavior in science (before they were asked 
to specifically answer the question pertaining to fraud). Nine Taiwanese 
students believed that greater reward can have detrimental effects, whereas 
only 2 Chinese students and 1 visiting scholars shared the same opinion. 
It is assumed, says Merton: 
That the truly dedicated scientists must be moved only by 
the concern with advancing knowledge[ ... ] any extrinsic 
reward is morally ambiguous and potentially subversive [ ... ] 
for reward can displace the original motive (Merton, 1973, 
p.338). 
Reward in science is very ambiguous and embodies many contradictory, 
incompatible norms. These norms are, further in conflict with the 
philosophical and political-ideological orientation of China. China, 
therefore, faces two major problems in defining its norms concerning 
reward. The first problem is that the Chinese scientific community still 
suffers from a· lack of confidence, although it is being restored rapidly. 
t 
The second problem rests on the fact that China has to define what criteria 
to use to evaluate accomplishments in science, without being in conflict 
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with its intrinsic values. Or maybe the problem should be posed in 
different terms: Should China's intrinsic philosophy change so as to allow 
for the introduction of a compatible reward system, and thus, fairly reward 
scientific excellence? 
DEVIANT BEHAVIOR AND ORGANIZED SKEPTICISM 
DEVIANT BEHAVIOR 
The analysis of the reward system leads us to the related problem of 
deviant behavior in science. Questions 21, deals with this point: 
21. In which country are scientists most apt to cheat in reporting 
their scientific research (To exaggerate, eliminate some observations, make 
up false data)? Explain why do you think this is? 
Science is described as having a clearly-defined structure of norms. 
Deviance is defined as a violation of those norms. However, science has 
often been regarded as an institution exceptionally free from corruption. 
Fraud in science is thus a function of the career structure and the 
reward system. Fraud can also stem from extra-scientific values such as 
profit and secrecy. Interviewees reports on irregularities are lacking in 
consensus as to the extent of the phenomenon and its causes. One major 
limitation related to this question is the extreme paucity of data. 
Seventeen out of the 35 scientists interviewed reported unfamiliarity with the 
problem of fraud. Moreover, 19 interviewees out of the 35 believed that 
deviant behavior in science occurs only in isolated cases, depending on the 
individual's personality. They stressed that fraud is an international 
problem with no specific borders. One Chinese scholar reported: "Those 
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people exist everywhere no matter what the system is". 
Chinese Students and Scholars 
Five Chinese students noted that Americans are more like
ly to 
cheat because of the considerable amount of pressure to 
publish. American 
scientists have to pay to have their papers published, w
hereas in China, the 
journal pays the scientists for their articles. Competition is fierce an
d 
selection hard in China, leading to a more careful scrut
iny of the work 
submitted. Three Chinese students remarked that the occ
urrence of deviant 
behavior is strongly correlated with competition. Only 
one student believed 
that fraud is more common in China, because of the lack
 of regulations in 
science. Therefore there is no means to deter scientist
s from engaging in 
deviant behavior. 
Taiwanese Students 
Only one Taiwanese student reported that fraud in scienc
e might be more 
likely to occur in America than in Taiwan, mainly due to
 the pressure to 
publish. He also added that Taiwan being a small island
, fraud is easier to 
control. 
Another opinion, reported by 4 Taiwanese students, is th
at the 
occurrence of deviant behavior is more common in Taiwan.
 Because less 
research is being conducted in Taiwan, magazines and journals are eager t
o 
publish and therefore fail to distinguish between valid 
and invalid science. 
The reviewing process is thus lenient. One Taiwanese st
udent raised an 
interesting problem: 
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American are more honest, and more toleran
t. Human error 
is acceptable in the United States, while i
n Taiwan we do 
not tolerate any mistakes. Everything has 
to be perfect. 
Therefore, fraud is a convenient solution 
for some to reach 
this otherwise ideal goal. 
Overall, there is no real consensus on the
 problem of fraud. There 
seems to be a difference between what the 
Chinese students and the Taiwanese 
students report. More Taiwanese believe 
that fraud is more common in their 
country, while the Chinese tend to believe
 that the American scientific 
system is more likely to induce this type o
f behavior. It could be 
speculated that the social control is loos
er in Taiwan than it is in China, 
for Taiwan never truly had a scientific tra
dition, whereas China might have 
had some pre-established scientific norms 
regulating deviance. Whether it 
is the pressure or the eagerness to publish
, most of the interviewees tend 
to believe that fraud has no specific bord
ers and happens everywhere. 
SANCTIONS FOR DEVIANT BEHAVIOR 
Questions 22 and 23 were analyzed in this section on
 sanctions: 
22.How are scientists punished when they ch
eat in China? 
23. In America? 
Harriet Zuckerman stated that : 
In science the institutionalized requireme
nt that new 
contributions be reproducible is the corne
rstone of the 
system of social control, it has two funct
ions, deterrence 
and detection (Zuckerman, 1977 p.92). 
Thus the system of social control must als
o provide a system of appropriate 
sanctions when deviant behavior occurs and 
is positively identified as such. 
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However, as reported by our interviewees, this sy
stem in China is highly 
informal as well as disorganized. It rarely invo
lves formal action. 
Chinese Students and Scholars 
Twelve of the 13 Chinese students and all of the
 visiting scholars 
believed that sanctions are similar in both coun
tries. In both cases, 
sanctions are informal and result in some kind o
f personal disgrace. 
However, their answers were vague; 7 of them eve
n failed to answer this 
question because they had never actually heard ab
out any cases. 
Taiwanese Students 
Similarly, 12 of the 15 Taiwanese students report
ed that sanctions are 
not formal in either country. One of them menti
oned that Taiwanese might 
react more severely than their American counterp
arts, for he reported: 
It is my belief that it is easier to have a secon
d chance 
in America. In Taiwan, the constant search for 
perfection 
does not leave any room for tolerance and forgive
ness. 
Another student from Taiwan believed that standa
rds are different in 
America, because in Taiwan a professor or a scie
ntist is a model for his 
country. His responsibility is to act according 
to ethical standards set by 
society. Therefore deviance would not only cons
titute a crime against his 
colleagues, but also against society at large. I
n conclusion, it seems that: 
The negative sanctions for deviant behavior in th
e scientific 
community are applied in the form of diffuse pee
r responses 
rather than specialized court of inquiry and off
icial decision 
(Zuckerman,1977, p.92). 
ORGANIZED SKEPTICISM 
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Organized skepticism requires that some scientists systematically 
subject a truth claim to critical examination, through seminars, 
publications, conferences, and the like. If this is done, the norm
 of 
communality along with the norm of organized skepticism (as defined by 
Merton), should provide a mechanism for the control of deviant behavior in 
science. Questions 32 and 33 address this: 
32. What is the general attitude toward criticism of fellow scienti
sts 
in one's own lab in China? How is it different from the United Stat
es? 
33. What is the general attitude toward criticism in publications o
f 
the work of scientists working in different labs? How is it differe
nt in the 
United States? Does such criticism help or harm the achievement of 
valid 
science? 
Overall, 34 of the 35 interviewees reported that in China, it's not 
acceptable to criticize one fellow worker. Chinese cannot accept c
riticism. 
This reaction is embodied in the Chinese traditions; Chinese cannot
 accept 
"losing face"; as one of the Chinese student reported. "it is as di
fficult to 
criticize than to be criticized". Any form of criticism is taken a
s a 
personal offense, therefore people refrain from criticizing. One T
aiwanese 
student further underlined that the Chinese and Taiwanese education
al 
systems teach the student to accept the professor's words as truth. 
Students can never challenge or question their professor's knowledg
e. On 
the other hand, the interviewees agreed that criticism is an inhere
nt part of 
the American system of thought. Children and students are encourag
ed to 
question and criticize their teachers and parents at a very young a
ge. All 
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35 scientists also agreed that criticism in publications or during 
conferences and seminars encourages progress in science. 
SOCIALISM VERSUS CAPITALISM IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRESS OF 
VALID SCIENCE 
Are the differences between the United States and main land China, and 
between Taiwan and mainland China rooted in their respective political-
ideological systems? The questions asked were: 
12. For progress in valid science what are the advantages of socialism? 
13. And capitalism? 
In my interviewing, I realized that this question created a kind of 
discomfort among the interviewees. They asked me what I meant by capitalism 
and socialism and what kind of information I was looking for. I could not 
determine if the reactions were engendered by suspicion or by genuine 
misunderstanding. As a result, I found that some of the information 
provided by these questions was somewhat confused. 
Chinese Students and Scholars 
In socialist nations, people work for their country; moved by a 
nationalistic drive, they cooperate in a national effort to achieve better 
results that would benefit their country. But this is only the ideal 
picture, commented one Chinese student. 
Socialism in theory is probably the best political 
ideological system. According to the socialist (Marxian 
theory) science should be more prosperous under socialism 
than under capitalism, but in reality it is the opposite. 
Most of the socialist countries lack strong scientific institutions. 
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Because of governmental control over science, different scientific fields 
' 
are unevenly developed. (i.e.,the defense sector tends to be overdeveloped). 
"It has nothing to do with a conscious effort to develop science for the 
progress of knowledge", one student reported. It could be argued that the 
situation is similar in the United States, However, in America research 
activity is not exclusively in the hands of the government. In America 50% 
of the research activity is funded by private companies allowing for the 
development of sectors such as basic research. 
Twelve of the Chinese students adopted this response, and reported that 
the lack of motivation, together with mismanagement of unqualified personnel 
is probably one of socialism's most dramatic flaws. One of them remarked 
that China is not exactly a communist country, according to Marxian theory. 
He further explained that china's political-ideological philosophy is a 
combination of socialism and feudalism. Socialism is supposed to be the 
second stage of the Communist Revolution. According to Marx's Communist 
Manifesto, socialism should emerge from capitalism. He observed ironically 
that China skipped the first step since it has never been a capitalist 
country. Instead the country went from feudalism to socialism. 
What does all this mean for science? It shows why science is so weak 
in China. Science did not develop under feudalism. Under communism, 
attempts to develop science were stifled by the Maoist egalitarian doctrine. 
Therefore, 4 of the Chinese students, and 3 of the scholars identified 
socialist advantages (in doing science) as the power of centralization, the 
strength of cooperation, and full employment. Six Chinese students and 3 
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scholars claimed that they did not find any advantage to soci
alism for 
progress in science. One of the Chinese students noted that,
 although the 
Japanese government exerts a significant amount of control o
ver the country, 
Japan is considered as a capitalist country. Therefore compa
ring socialism 
to capitalism is not easy, since no country falls completely
 under either 
category, but rather represents a combination of both. 
Taiwanese Students 
The Taiwanese students reported advantages of socialism for s
cience 
similar to those the Chinese students and visiting scholars h
ave identified, 
although 9 were unable to think of any advantages at all. Ac
cording to one 
Taiwanese student, though socialist governmental power could 
be coercive, it 
does provide the necessary conditions to direct the work in th
e most-needed 
areas of development. He argues that, although there is no s
pecial 
advantage to socialism in science, the Soviet Union seems to 
have a very 
developed and advanced scientific structure, a good space pro
gram, and 
efficient defense, at the expense of agriculture and light in
dustries. 
Paradoxically, the first advantage of capitalism mentioned by
 all 
three groups of interviewees is competition; because it expan
ds the 
individual career opportunities, it indirectly benefits progr
ess in 
science. Other advantages are that capitalism encourages inn
ovation and 
creativity. Capitalist countries have fully understood the c
rucial 
importance of scientific research and have established an eff
icient system 
to motivate scientific work. One of the Chinese students beli
eved that a 
paramount advantage of capitalism is freedom, and the autonom
y of the 
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scientists. He also added that in capitalism, research is associated with 
people's increasing material needs. Because of political and economic 
freedom, people have a higher standard of living and therefore demand more 
technology, as another Chinese students reported. It is not the case in 
socialist countries and it is perhaps the reason why they have developed 
more non-profit research than applied research or engineering. 
Six Chinese studented report that socialist theory emphasizes 
scientific development as a means to increase production, and as a path to 
communist revolution. But socialist nations, such as China, are depicted a
s 
scientifically underdeveloped. Capitalistic countries are often governed b
y 
market demands and profitability. The systematic quest for profit does no
t 
encourage the development of pure science. For quite differe
nt 
reasons, the United States and China have been left with cultures and 
ideologies that accord pre-eminence to the values of science and technology
. 
In China, the development of science has been continually disrupted, leadin
g 
to numerous debates on how science and technology should be 
institutionalized in a revolutionary/socialist/communist society. The 
confusion over the question of science does not stem from the societal 
values of science and technology per se, but from its institutionalization
 
in the revolutionary society: 
Both China and America partake of the great continental 
syndrome, which predisposes them to commit resources to 
military and prestige projects on the grounds that are 
far removed from economic purposes, even though government 
procurement for these projects may stimulate civilian 
technological purposes (Suttmeir, 1983, p.16). 
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4.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
In considering the information obtained in this cross-cultural study 
of the institutions of science, it is important to remember that the data 
have a certain number of limitations. 
The data are limited to the population from which the information was 
collected. Therefore, generalization must be restricted since each 
individual interviewed has his/her own specific characteristics. The 
information thus collected provide a limited basis for comparison between 
different knowledge systems. We cannot assert that these data are 
representative of the respective knowledge system of the countries where our 
participants have worked. The data has to be interpreted as trends. 
Furthermore, the fact that the "control group" from Taiwan was limited to 
students places an additional restriction on alternative explanations for 
the category of visiting professors. In the initial stage of this study, it 
was hoped that samples would include an equar number of students and 
visiting scholars, but it was not possible to include visiting professors 
from Taiwan. Additionally, the number of visiting scholars from mainland 
China was not equal to the number of students, as was hoped when this 
study was initially designed. 
All the interviewees were selected from Lehigh University. In the 
initial stage of this study, it was hoped that information would also be 
collected from students and visiting scholars attending other academic 
institutions in the United States, but this was not possible. 
Additional limitations to this study originated from language barrier, 
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and the difficulty in communicatin
g with some of the Chinese and Ta
iwanese 
students without an interpreter. 
Therefore, it is very likely that
 some 
questions were misunderstood durin
g the interview. 
This study employed open-ended que
stions; each interview lasted an 
average of three hours. The lengt
h of the interview might have had 
an 
influence on the answers, particul
arly for the later questions. 
Additional limitations come from th
e fact that this cross-cultural 
comparison of the knowledge system
s should have included a sample of
 
American scientists who have had a
 bi-cultural experience in both th
e United 
States and in China or Taiwan. It
 is believed that limitations coul
d have 
originated from the respondents' la
ck of familiarity with the America
n 
system. 
Finally, the study of science in C
hina, through the interview of 
Chinese students and scholars, has
 to be carefully evaluated for sev
eral 
reasons. The first reason is, as 
Leo Orleans stresses: 
Of the recurring political permuta
tion China's goal and 
institutions have been in an almos
t perpetual state of flux, 
consequently the Chinese themselve
s very often are unable to 
describe the current specific situa
tion and exhibit caution in 
doing so (1982, p.35). 
We also must take into account tha
t some students and visiting schola
rs 
interviewed might have been away fr
om their country for many years. 
Another 
problem comes from the fact that C
hinese intellectuals have, for a lo
ng time, 
been discriminated against and the
ir status has been altered many tim
es 
during the past four decades. As a
 result, they are sometimes retice
nt about 
revealing certain information. 
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In addition to the suggestion that future studies include a sample of 
American scientists with similar cultural/scientific experience, another 
suggestions would be to submit the same interview to students and visiting 
scholars from Taiwan and mainland China a few years from now, in the fashion 
of a longitudinal study. We could also submit the same interview to the 
same students and visiting scholars after they go back to their country and 
start doing research there. 
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
CONCLUSION 
The cross-cultural comparative analysis of scien
ce in America, China 
and Taiwan sheds light on the debate opposing n
aive scienticism to 
relativism mentioned earlier. Therefore, followi
ng the latter view, I felt 
it was necessary to treat the internal relations
 of the scientific community 
in connection to the political and economic int
erests through which science 
is institutionalized. My contention is thus, th
at the normative structure 
of science-j cannot be captured or understood independently of 
its 
institutional, political and social aspects. In 
that sense1 I believe that 
the comparative method lends itself adequately 
to that specific endeavor. 
The traditional scientific ethos viewed adherenc
e to Mertonian norms as 
a pre-requisite. for both the maintenance of soc
ial order, the structure of 
the scientific community and the production of c
ertified knowledge about the 
empirical world which is the function of scienc
e. 
The results of this study suggest first that sci
entist's beliefs and 
behavior do not conform to the traditional scie
ntific ethos defined by 
Merton, but that they are relevant to a differen
t model often shaped by the 
external social and political conditions. The f
indings of the study are 
consistent with-Mitroff's conclusions; that sci
entists are not always 
committed,Xto the norms of science, that they ar
e ambivalent towards some 
some of the norms, and consequently behave accor
ding to counter-norms. 
I will consider three categories of differences 
in the results obtained 
during the interview. I will first summarize th
e aspects on which the 
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United States differs from both Taiwan and
 mainland China. Then I will 
focus on the issues in which the United Sta
tes and Taiwan are similar in 
their contrast with mainland China. Finall
y a third section will analyze 
the aspects in which the United States and 
mainland China are similar and 
Taiwan different. 
ASPECTS ON WHICH THE UNITED STATES DIFFERS 
FROM BOTH CHINA AND TAIWAN 
Wealth and Modernity 
The results of this study indicate that the
 organizational structure of 
the American scientific institution offers
 many advantages beyond mere 
unrivaled budgetary considerations. Howev
er, the first major difference 
between China and the United States lies o
n the wealth and technological 
modernity of American science. All three 
groups of interviewees agreed that 
America enjoys an incomparably better scientific enviro
nment. Equipment is 
more efficient and technologically advance
d, sources of financing are varied 
and numerous, skilled manpower comes from a
ll over the world, and scientific 
leadership- is very efficient. 
Pattern of Expenditure 
In China and Taiwan, research activity is e
xclusively governmental. 
As a result, the government develops certa
in areas, at the expense of others 
seen as more vital for the economy. In th
e United States, more than 50% of 
the research activity is funded by private 
companies. According to the 
interviewees, this may allow for greater a
utonomy of development, since some 
of the private sources are willing to supp
ort basic research. The Chinese 
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and Taiwanese pattern of expenditure is tie
d to politics and shaped by 
ideology. However, Stuart Blume argues that 
in the 1950s and 1960s the 
American scientific community had more contro
l over the allocation of 
financial resources than today. Nowadays, th
e American government tends to 
intervene more in financing scientific resea
rch. This fact alone undermines 
Merton's view of science as a autonomous sub
-culture. 
Autonomy 
The American scientific community enjoys a sense of legitim
ized 
autonomy vis a vis the political system comp
ared to China and Taiwan. 
Chinese and Taiwanese scientists have to refe
r to higher political 
authorities, since the decision-making proces
s is centralized in a planed 
economy. 
The rigid hierarchical system in China and Ta
iwan often leads to the 
misuse of power, that favors special interes
ts and even sometimes leads to 
corruption. Such a misuse of power is never 
challenged, since there is no 
legitimate basis for open political conflict.
 Evidence presented in this 
study, showing the interdependence between s
cience and politics further 
exacerbates scientists' ambivalence. 
Deference and Seniority 
Eastern cultural traditions represent another
 area of differences 
between mainland China, Taiwan, and the Unite
d States. Deference to seniority 
and lack of horizontal mobility were both ide
ntified by the interviewees as 
serious impediments for the development of sc
ience. The problem of 
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deference to seniority has its roots in the Confucian philosophy shared by 
mainland China and Taiwan. Therefore, Chinese and Taiwanese students and 
scholars report that there is no competition between senior and younger 
professors. The introduction of a free-labor market for technical personnel 
has always been strongly resisted by the Chinese government. 
According to the traditional scientific ethos, the behavior of 
scientists is governed by collegial norms specific to their community but 
exemplary to all (communalism). However, emphasis on deference and 
seniority are two instances suggesting the absence of any distinctive 
scientific traditional moral norms in collegial relations. The 
interrelations between scientists are pre-established and perspectives 
for recognition and reward are limited for young scientists. This finding 
is consistent with Mitroff's counter-norm of "particularism" holding that 
the work of certain scientists will be given priority over that of other. 
Organized Skepticism 
Reluctance to criticize is also an area of cultural difference 
between China, Taiwan, and the United States. The majority of students and 
scholars described criticism (face-to-face or in publication) as socially 
unacceptable, although desirable for progress in science. Some problems 
associated with review process in China and Taiwan originate from the fact 
that the Chinese culture places great value on harmonious cooperation, 
mutual dependence, and personal security. It was implied during the 
interview that it would be difficult to achieve objective review of truth 
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claims when submitted by senior scientists. There are extra-scientific 
interests in the construction of research agendas and in the closure of 
scientific controversies. Thus again the personal attributes of the 
scientists are protected to the detriment of scientific review of truth 
claim. 
The Reward System 
Although the the interviewees report no significant differences in the 
nature of rewards between the three countries. The result of the study 
indicate that rewards are unfairly distributed and that elite privileges are 
protected by continued inequity. As reported by the interviewees, in China 
reward in science is almost exclusively based on seniority and political 
membership. The interviewees report that in America, scientists are 
rewarded for their contribution to the progress of scientific knowledge. 
However, Merton himself argued that very often rewards are awarded to 
already famous or prestigious scientists. This process allows for 
stratification within the scientific community and contributes to the 
formation of a relatively homogeneous elite scientists. This stratification 
is viewed as essentially functional for the progress of valid science. For 
Merton scientists are motivated by ethical norms that is why he saw the norm 
of disinterestedness as a regulating mechanism prohibiting reward seeking 
behavior. However, for Mitroff scientists are motivated by their wish for 
notoriety. In that sense disinterestedness could be seen as an ideal norm 
created and imposed by those in power in order to disguise existing 
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inequalities. 
ASPECTS ON WHICH MAINLAND CHINA DIFFERS FROM BOTH TAIWAN AND THE UNITED 
STATES 
Cooperation versus competition 
Probably one of the most interesting difference between Taiwan and 
China is related to the issue of cooperation and competition. Taiwanese 
students believe that scientists in their country are more individualistic 
and more competitive than their American counterparts (although this finding 
is inconsistent with what has been reported in earlier sections). As 
emphasized earlier, Taiwan is a business country, which could not have 
prospered as it did without developing competition domestically and 
internationally. Therefore, the inconsistencies in the report of the 
Taiwanese students may reflect the intrinsic contradiction between 
capitalism and old Confucian values characterizing Taiwan today. 
Whereas in the United States and in Taiwan competition is essential to 
progress in science. In China, government emphasis on cooperation is the 
regulating mechanism through which progress in science is intensify. Thu
s 
it could be argued that Chinese emphasis on cooperation is closer to Merton
's 
norms of "communalism" than Mitroff's counter-norm. Mitroff's findings are
 
enlightening however, "what was even more surprising was that scientists 
rejected the notion of emotionally disinterested scientists as a 
prescriptive standard. They believe that science is an intensively 
personal enterprise •(Mitroff, 1974 p.589). 
Capitalism 
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Two decades of capitalist development in Taiwan have
 led the island to 
increased economic prosperity. Taiwan has thus beco
me a capitalist country. 
Free markets and economic coordination are linked, b
oth in Taiwan and in the 
United States, but not in China. Economic instituti
ons in The United 
States, Taiwan, and mainland Chinas have little in c
ommon. In Taiwan and in 
the United States, private competition produces that
 kind of economic 
rationality which grows out of free competitive ma
rkets. It seems that 
free-market mechanism is an efficient way for coord
inating research and 
linking it to production. 
Recent capitalist development and economic prosperit
y in Taiwan have 
solved some of the budgetary problems affecting scie
ntific research. More 
money is being invested in research and development.
 Consequently Taiwan 
has more to offer to its scientific community. 
Stability 
The systematic stigmatization of the intellectuals 
during the Cultural 
Revolution has put the Chinese scientific community 
in a very singular 
situation. The Revolution has also caused the disru
ption of academic life, 
which resulted in a tremendous decrease in the numb
er of scientists, while 
Taiwanese scientists were gradually gaining more pre
stige, and Taiwan was 
paving its way toward prosperity and scientific deve
lopment. The distinctive 
history of science in China sheds light on the ideo
logical role of science. 
It shows that scientists are concerned with a wide r
ange of activities 
external to science. It seems that there exists a 
significant correlation 
between the ideological importance of science (at a given time i
n a given 
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society) and the power invested in the hands of the 
scientific community. 
ASPECTS ON WHICH TAIWAN DIFFERS FROM BOTH THE
 UNITED STATED AND MAINI.AND 
CHINA 
It seems that there are very few similarit
ies between the United States 
and mainland China. However, China and the
 United States share a sense of 
being populous, heterogeneous, and geograp
hically large. They both are 
great political powers. Taiwan, on the ot
her hand, is a small overpopulated 
island, with very limited resources. 
It is also interesting to note that both th
e United States and 
mainland China regard science policy as es
sential to other policies. As a 
result, both nations allocate resources to 
support scientific projects and 
enhance national power. Both countries ar
e predisposed towards "prestige-
laden big scientific activity" (Suttmeir), a type of
 activity that Taiwan 
cannot afford. 
Both the United States and mainland China 
give prominence to the 
values of science and technology, but, in 
spite of an impressive legacy in 
science and technology, science has not de
veloped in China. In Taiwan, 
scientific enterprise is a new activity; f
or a long time Taiwan has 
neglected scientific research. Today, it 
seems that the Taiwanese 
authorities have emphasized scientific rese
arch. It might be too early to 
evaluate this recent effort; however, Taiw
an seems to be among the world 
leaders in the field of electronics, which 
may be a sign of future 
scientific success. 
The traditional ethos of science, is an id
eal construction from which 
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there are always significant deviation in actual behavior. Thus the ethos is 
more an ideology rather than a normative structure. In other words, the 
growth and advancement of science does not depend on conformity to this 
ethos. What this study shows is that the traditional norms of science are 
not universal and do not apply in all cultural and organizational context. 
It seems that norms guiding cognitive and technical standards are more 
essential to scientific progress than social and moral norms. 
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DISCUSSION 
In this section I would like to explore the relationship
 between 
science and democracy in the light of the present resear
ch findings. In "A 
note on Science and Democracy" first published in 1942, M
erton addressed 
that particular issue. He supported the conclusion that
 science generally 
flourished in democratic period of history, although he 
is careful to add 
that the pursuit of science has not been confined to dem
ocracy. It is thus 
necessary to recognize that science can have diverse pol
itical environments. 
In each modern state, therefore, politics constitutes a
 different context 
for science. 
Science also plays a predominant role in socialist/Marxi
an theory. 
Science is described as a "revolutionary force" first, b
ecause it moves 
production ahead, second because as a theoretical tool, 
science has been the 
forerunner of ideological emancipation in every period o
f history. Marxist 
ideology places science on a pedestal and bases the hope
 of a solution to 
all human problems on the development of science. Thus 
both liberal-
democratic and socialist theories converge in their perc
eptions of science 
as a powerful vector of social change. 
How then can we explain the fact that science in China h
as never been 
associated with production? We could speculate that his
torically, the 
bourgeoisie has been the first social class to acknowled
ge the role of 
science in society. Science contributed to the build up 
of capitalist 
fortunes and also constituted a powerful weapon to fight 
against feudal 
rule. China has for a long time been a feudal country, s
trongly resisting 
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social changes, therefore hampering free development of science. It is 
suggested that modern science emerges with the growth of rational form of 
capitalism as well as with the development of liberal values. 
Development of modern science requires tolerance and free expression 
of ideas and conflicting opinions. It requires a guarantee of academic 
freedom. Therefore there exists a symbiotic relationship between democracy 
and modern science. Additionally, democracy is dependent on the ability of 
science and technology to create material abundance. 
Einstein maintained that science needs two kinds of freedom, freedom 
of speech and internal freedom, which he defined as freedom of the mind 
from restrictions imposed by authority and social prejudice. Freedom of 
speech is only possible under a democratic system as history has proved. A 
democratic system is a pre-requisite for academic freedom. The 
multiplication of sources of information and centers of control necessarily 
reduces coercion. Free and objective communication, thus, constitutes the 
mediation between science and democracy. 
Liberal democracies have attempted to reconcile scientific 
rationalization of political discourse with the values of individualism, 
freedom, autonomy, decentralized access to power and legitimacy of 
competition. In this perspective, science serves democratic values, since 
the diffusion of scientific norms involve the reinforcement of principles of 
democracy. 
One of the most important findings of this research, is the question of 
cooperation and competition. Thus, the cooperation/competition problem 
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reflects the difference between liberal demo
cracy and non democratic 
politics concerning the commitment to the v
alue of individualism. In 
liberal democracies, the individual is seen a
s a autonomous agent, whereas 
non-democratic countries support the idea tha
t there exists a convergence 
between individual and collective goals. Th
is difference is fundamental in 
understanding the crucial role and the power 
of competition as a norm of 
political action. In non-democratic countrie
s, there is no legitimate 
public debate and criticism of what is defin
ed as public interest. The 
Chinese communist party holds that a regime i
s democratic not when it is 
open to influence by the people, but when it 
serves their highest interests. 
Chinese leaders strongly believe that the peo
ple and the rulers share the 
same interests. Therefore, in each politica
l context, science would tend to 
serve different instrumental and rhetorical p
urposes. In that sense, science 
is not beyond ideology, but could be viewed a
s a highly ideological 
instrument. 
This discussion leads us to the question of o
bjectivity. In 
democratic countries, objectivity is established by comm
unity of free 
individuals who can testify. In totalitarian
 regimes the claim that there 
is an objective reality is used as the criteria of accepta
nce, independently 
of all testimonies. This fundamental differe
nce explains why criticism is 
limited in china. 
The Chinese case shows that the mere intentio
n of developing a 
national capacity to carry out research and d
evelopment is not sufficient, 
as the failure to successfully implement the
 Four Modernizations 
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demonstrates. China needs to first increase the level of
 productivity. It 
needs to assign top priority to scientific development. 
To allow for 
scientific development, China should eliminate bureaucra
tic privileges, 
hierarchy and seniority. Therefore, I suggest that Chin
a should accept the 
positive and genuine values embodied in democracy, and c
all for their 
development. 
The people have changed the structure of today's capital
ism 
through the democratic principles and civil rights, to 
the 
point that it is a far cry from what it was at the time 
when 
Marx wr.ote the Communist Manifesto (Liangying, Dainian,1982, 
p.17). 
Democracy does not necessarily means capitalism, but a l
iberalization 
of the economy, reduced government control, and, more im
portantly, free 
political participation of the Chinese people. It is ho
ped that China's new 
economic reforms will lead to a natural political change
: that the 
government will loosen its control over the economy, in
 addition to 
yielding to the increasing demand for freedom of a risin
g technical and 
managerial class. This pattern might occur, if we are 
to believe that 
history repeats itself when the same conditions are pres
ent. However, there 
is little prospect that the Communist Party will adopt (voluntarily o
r even 
under pressure) those two essential elements of democracy, independen
ce of 
the media and free elections. Various analyses of the C
hinese problem agree 
in diagnosing over-concentration and centralization of p
ower as the root of 
China's problems. However, fear of disorder constrains 
potential steps 
toward political democratization. 
The last section of this discussion has led us astray fro
m the main 
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purpose of this study. I have identified some of the reasons for C
hinese 
scientific stagnation and internal problems, as well as the element
s 
responsible for American relative success. I have also come to bel
ieve that 
American economical and cultural systems is more beneficial for pro
gress in 
science than is the Chinese system. The vast majority of the respondents 
interviewed tend to support these hypotheses. I have come to the c
onclusion 
that what China needs in order to develop science is democracy unde
r the 
form of an independent press and free elections, as well as creatio
n of 
autonomous scientific institutions at least free from governmental
 control. 
Although I have decided that US capitalism presents more advantages
 than 
Chinese socialism for progress in science, it does not necessarily 
mean that 
transferring American style capitalism in China would be successfu
l since I 
believe that it would only create more incompatibilities and contra
dictions. 
A massive transfer of American scientific culture is now occurring
 from the 
United States to China through the sale of technological equipment 
and 
through training of over 15,000 students on American campuses. How 
will 
China absorb this massive scientific influx without introducing the
 
corollary political-ideological changes? 
Writing as I am in June 1989, I cannot resist including some commen
ts 
on the current political development that are taking place in China
. I have 
mentioned that the student unrest has been the symptom of the incre
asing 
needs for democracy. Accounts from the New York Times and the Wall
 
Street Journal will help us understanding with more accuracy the im
pact of 
the upheaval.~ New York Times reports in an article, dated April
 18, 
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1989, that the student demonstration was probably the most significant sign 
of student unrest in China, since the previous student demonstration for 
democracy two years ago. Today's Chinese students seem to be more 
determined to resist Chinese authorities than in the past. They have 
presented the government with three demands; democratic elections, release 
of the political prisoners and freedom of the press. Additionally, the 
students gathered in Tiananmen Square, the political focal point of China, 
were mourning the death of Mr. Hu Yaobang (ousted as Communist Party leader 
after the failure to contain the students unrest in 1987), whom they had 
regarded as the protector of the intellectuals. 
Chinese observers report that experience has proved that socialism in 
its totalitarian form is a failure, in China as well as in the other 
totalitarian countries. The demand for democracy is a natural process usually 
triggered by economical liberalization. However, Mr. Deng's failure to 
seize the initiative in political liberalization seems to indicate that the 
Chinese Communist Party is still strongly opposed to such change. The 
governmental paralysis in seeking compromise indicates to the journalists 
that the state has lost control. During the Cultural Revolution, many 
Chinese now in power were pilloried by the Maoist Red Guards. This has left 
an entire generation of Communist leaders fearful of rapid political 
changes. As a result, Chinese political leaders resent domestic and foreign 
pleas for greater political liberty. Mr. Deng's economic changes and 
economic open-door policy have exposed the socialist nation to important 
liberating forces. But political democracy is still strongly opposed by the 
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, 
Chinese Communist Party leaders for the reasons stated above. 
The protest, while peaceful, became a serious political confrontatio
n, 
challenging the legitimacy of the government. However, if the Chin
ese 
government hopes to restore order through military force, as it seem
s to, 
the question of the legitimacy of their power will only be moret'prom
inent. 
Will China step back from its economic reforms and close its doors t
o 
foreign influence in order to keep order after these powerful 
demonstrations? 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
We wish to compare the way science is conducted in China 
and in the United States. It is our anticipation that there are 
different strengths and weaknesses in each country (that 
. 
science 
in the United states has some problems as well as science in 
China). 
The amount of money being spent on science is one area of 
differences. But we are more interested in other aspects of 
scientific policy. How the money is spent? how studies are 
directed and published, and especially the cooperative and 
competitive relationships among scientists working in the same 
laboratory. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
NAME 
COUNTRY OF BIRTH 
HOME COUNTRY 
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF EDUCATION IN HOME COUNTRY 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATE
S 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF EDUCATION ABROAD 
MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY 
PERSONAL STATUS 
INSTITUTIONAL STATUS IN HOME COUNTRY 
INSTITUTIONAL STATUES IN THE UNITED STATES 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES IN SCIENTIFIC WORK 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE HOME COUNTR
Y 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE UNITED STAT
ES 
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1. What were you expectations in com
ing to America? 
Are you pleasantly surprised or unple
asantly surprised 
2. What do you see as the principal d
ifferences between China and 
the United States about how science i
s done? 
3. What special problems to getting 
good science done does the 
United States have? 
4. What special problems to gettin
g good science do~e does 
China have? 
5. What special advantages do the US 
have in getting good 
science done? 
6. What special advantages does Chin
a have in getting good 
science done? 
7. In which country, the United State
s or China are the 
scientists in the laboratory most com
petitive? 
8. To improve science in the United S
tates in which direction 
should they change? Towards more com
petition or more 
cooperation? 
9. To improve science in China in w
hich direction should they 
change? T9wards more competition or m
ore cooperation? 
10. What special problems for progres
s in valid science come from 
being too cooperative? 
11. What special problems for progres
s in valid science come 
from being too competitive? 
12. For progress in valid science, w
hat are the advantages of 
socialism? 
13. Of capitalism? 
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14. Is the authority of laboratory directors and senior 
professors greater in the United Stated or in China? 
How should this be changed in each country? 
15. Should grants from government for scientific research be 
given to centers and departments or to individuals? Explain why 
do you think it would make a difference? 
16. In which country do young scientists have the greatest 
respect for senior scientists? How can you explain this fact? 
17. Is there too much respect for senior scientists in the United 
States? 
18. Is there too much respect for senior scientists in China? 
19. Is there too little respect for seni~r scientists in the 
United States? ~ 
20. Is there too little respect for senior scientists in China? 
21. In which country are scientists most apt to cheat in 
reporting their scientific research? (To exaggerate, or 
eliminate some observations, make up false data) Explain why do 
you think this is? 
22. How are scientists punished when they cheat in China? 
23. In the United States? 24. 
24. How are good scientists rewarded for good work in China? 
25. In the United States? 
26. How would you contrast the Tenure system in China as opposed 
to the American system? 
27. Which system works better to produce good science? 
28. What do think about scientists who move from one lab to 
another lab in America? Is it different in China? How is it 
different and why? Explain. 
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29. In which country do you think that scientists
 enjoy the 
highest social status? 
30. The more admiration and recognition? In whic
h country is 
their pay the highest (relative·· to other careers and profess
ions? 
31.Do you think that rewarding the scientists (money, presti
ge 
power and fame) has a beneficial influence on the conduct o
f 
science? Can greater rewards have harmful effects
? 
32. What is the general attitude toward criticis
m of fellow 
scientists in ones' own lab in China? how is it 
different from 
the United States? 
33. What is the general attitude toward criticism
 in publications 
of the work of scientists working in different la
bs? how is 
different from the United States? Does such criti
cism help or 
harm the achievement of valid science? 
34. It is probably so that money is wasted in fin
ancing science 
both US and China? 
35.How is it wasted in the U.S.? How is it wasted
 in China? 
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